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Project Consejo Di~upts Senate
By Ruth S. lntre~.s ·
,. the Senate and asking for the acting .as an entertainment com· mittee, not anything else.'' · ·
With Campus. PoUce on alert for money we feel we deserve .."
expected problems, the ASUNM
Danny Marquez, a supporter of
Baldwin said last year's. Film
Senate Wednesday night tried to the Consejo bill, said, ''This is an ·Committee deficit was higher than
grant ·$1702 to Project Consejo. organization students need. in former years because '-vie
Consejo members caused an uproar Students don't need the Film improved the dteater." · BaldWin
on the senate floor screaming and committee and the Speakers said not only "'(as a new projeCtor
shouting ~ries of ''Consejo needs committee."
purchased but a complete new
more money."
While Consejo members clapped acoustical sound system Wa$ inProject Consejo, which had a bill and chanted to prevent Senate from stalied. "The new ·projector was
for $8000 failed in the general carrying on further action, · necessary to maintain a Film
elections lastcspring, asked Senate associate dean of students Karen Committee. We cot,lldn't show
for $4500 Wednesday night. . Abraham told senators, "It is films without it," be said.
However, one ·consejo member against University policy to have
Baldwin said another reason for
said, "We need more money. Eight one group of students prevent. the defjcit was that it was imthousand dollars bn't even another from meeting."
possible to project ·what kind of
enough."
Because of the commotion, audience to expec.t. "We try to
The Senate, which has ap~ Senate adjourned without passing encompass as many students as we'·
pro)i:imately 15 ot)ler groups to· other appropriation bills for those can in 'the films,, he said.
fund this year, has only $9,043 left groups reque&ting funds. · An
Sen. Coston said, "Some of the
to spend for this fiscal year. ·
emergency session to look at these movies brought last year were
Finance Committee Chairman bills is. planned for today.'
garbage, either by .being financial
George Coston said, "I don't see
Before the debate with Project losers or tasteless."
how in all fairness we can give Consejo, Senate reviewed the
ASUNM President Damon
Project Consejo more money." financial situation of last year's Tobias said, "Last year.'s films
Among the 15 'other organizations Film committee. Last year's weren't even approve<;! by Alan
asking for money, all have had cuts committee left a deficit of$ll ,205.
Wilson. I reviewed this year's films
. in their appropriation bills. Some
Former Film committee chair- and from now on Mike Roeder of
ofthe cuts run as high as SO per cent man Rob Baldwin said, "People in the business office will also.''
of the orisinal bill.
Senate think the Student Union
Concerned students told the
• The Campus Police, which.had Theater should be run like a
Senate they thought $7 was an
PhotobyW.T.Hunt
been notified earlier Wednesday of commercial theater. But the SUB unfair 'price to charge for the
the Senate meeting,. were called by theater is to bring' film$ for Eagles' concert.
The gallery and part of the Senate at Wednesday's meeting.
one of. the senators during the last educational purposes, films that
hour of the meeting. However, can't be seen in a commercial
ASUNM President Damon Tobias, theater. The costs we incurred were
who was monitoring the meeting in quite normal except that we had to
case Police were needed, did not 'purchase a $5000 projector. We
authorize. the senator to call the have to be subsidized; that's the
police. The police remained outside only way the Film committee can
operate." ·
· the meeting.
. '
Sen. Rick Lopez, one of the
Sen. David Rupp said, "It is
writers of the Consejo ;b~l. said, evident your interpretation of what
Friday, October 1, 1976
"We're not plann~ng·:&ri; strategies the Film Committee should be is
forth~ future. We're just coming to .. different than
It should be
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Budget Office Debt
··o·ue. ·to De·crease
Of. Non-Residents

Speakers on the Mall at the MEC,hA rally.

MEChA Rally Co-ndemns
University Administration

By Dolores Wood
UNM's budget office allocated about $500,000 more in tuition revenues
this year than the University will actually receive, said Ted Guambana,
UNM's fiscal analyst. The deficit will have to be financed by cutbacks in
departments to which money has already been allocated and by using some
of the rnoney left ove~ from last year.
·
·.
Guambana said he did not know which areas would be cut back. "I
don't think you can use that much of thempney left over from last.year.
We will have to cut back wherever wecan,''·he said.
The reduction of tuition revenues for this year is caused by a decrease
from last year's figures, the number of non-resident students and number
· of credit hours each student is taking.
.
"A drop in the number of non•resident students is more expensive.to the .
University than a drop in resident students," he said. ''The non-residents
pay two-and-a-half times the tuition of resident students."
That, plus ~ decrease in the number of credit hours per student, sub_stantialJy decreases the revenue that the University is taking in, he said.
''You have three kinds of students enrolJed at the University. One group
is taking from. one to 11 hours and pay $11 for each hour. The second
group is taking from 12 to 18 hours and is paying full tuition. The final
group is taking 91ore than 18 hours and paying full tuition plus $11 for
each hour above 18," he said. .
If you have a number of students dropping from full-time status to part•
time status, you are decreasing the amount of tuition you receive "from
each of these students, he said. The effect of the decrease jn the number of
credit hours per student and the number ·Of non-resident students is made.
greater because the budget office projected a rise in these two areas,
Guambanasaid.
"If you are below what you were la$t year and·you are projecting to be
above what you were last year, yqu are really in trouble,'; he said ..

called for the firing of Mercure and · we know it wants to get rid of
By Tim Hlg&lns
Calling UNM's administration Antonio Mondragon, director of us? ... They've never given us
anything. We had to fight for
"the main enemy" and urging "all Chicano Studies student services.
One of the speakers, Esther everything." ,
students" to unite against it, the six
"Antonio Mondragon is an
speakers at yesterday's MEChA Romero,said, ..Ifwegointooneof
those
departments,
will
we
be
able
obstacle
to the struggle with the
rally got cheers from a crowd at the
to
teach
the
truth
about
our
ownmain
enemy~the
adMall.
.
ministration
...
He
hasn't
mobiliz¢d
MEChAj an organization of history and culture · without
the (Chicano
Chicano students, held the rally in distortions? No-it'll be Chicano the students to defend(Continued
on page 2)
response to the proposed re· · Studies in name only.''
Mark Martinez, also of MEChA,
organization of ethnic studies
said, "We're not against academic
programs at UNM.
·
Under the new plan, Chicano, standards, but ·we're against the
Native American, Afro-American exclusion of those who haven't
By Dolores Wood & Rebekah Szymanski
and Women Studies would no been prepared."
Martinez
called
for
"multi~
At
the
request of the director of UNM Latin
longer report to the University
national
unity"
among
"'oppressed
American
Studies,
N.M. Sen. Pete Domenici sent a
provost but would choose between
minority''
students.
He
said
letter
last
week
to
the Division of International
reporting to the School of
MEChA
opposes
the
reduction
in
Education
in
Washington,
D.C., ·protesting the
Education, College of Arts and
Sciences, Alex Mercure (associate . UNM's special services . as "an process used in selecting the international sttldy cen•
·
provost of regional affairs) or · attack against those who can't ters by the U.S. Dept. of Education.
afford
to
pay
for
them,"
and
said
Last
spring
$75,()()()
in
federal
funds·
~ere denied
Clinton Adams (associate provost
junior
college
UNM's
.
and
the
University
of
Arizona's
Latin
that
a
proposed
for acadt;mic affairs).
would
be
''a
dumping
ground
for
American.
Studies
Centers
for
the
first
tirne
in
11
The MEChA speakers criticized .
us
when
they
kick
us
out
of
UNM.'
i
years.
..
..
·
.............
···--·
ihe pi'ari; s-ayin1f that thit!Hiiiority
Romero said, "Are ·we going to
(The funds for UNM's Latin American Center are
studies programs should have selfdefend
Chicano
Studies
by
holding
separate
from the funds of its Andean Center in
determination (ineluding the hiring
and firing' of their own staff) and hands with the administration when ·Quito, Ecuador.)

Senator Against· Fund 'Allocation
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The contracts were awarded to the University of
Kansas, tlie University of Illinois and Yale University
for the first time. Each of these universities has members on the panel who are charged with the ~election of
international studies centers ..
· "The results of this evaluation and consequent
. selection appears to me to be in violation of the spi(it,
if not the letter, of the kind of objectivity required of
government agencies carrying out government
programs fairly and objectively," Domeniei wrote.
''It seems an incredible course· of cond~ct to tcr~
minate the involvement of·proven and experienced in•
stitutions such as the University of New Mexico and

=--...............~ .............
"
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(Continued on page 2)
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Exhibition Sale
Of

Fine -Art Prints
Only $3.00 Each
•

Late Bond Sale Saves U . Money

... Latin American Center

.J
fC.Qn~in_urd

from page IJ

the University of Arizona by the action of the same
panel which adds three new schools associated with
three members ofthe panel," he wrote.
Marshall Nason, director of the Latin American
Center, said, "I'd like to know under what authority
the panel thinks it can get away with this. What kind
. of administrative ruling can 50 flaunt the conflict of
interest 50 considerably apparent here?"
·
Nason said the cut resulted in a loss of about three
fourths of the center's budget. This year, ·the center is

operating on about $35,000 in state-appropriated fun-.
ds, he said.
The largest cutbacks, as a result of the loss of
federal fun.ds, are in travel expenses, specialinstruction materials and the lecture program, he said.

By Tim Gallagher
The University saved about
$300,000 by waiting eight months
to sell construction bond.s totaling
$8.5 million, said Vice-President
for Business and Finance John
Perovich.
The construction bonds, which
were used to finance six University
building projects, were originally
scheduled to be issued in September, 1975. But a poor bond
market at the time led the UNM
Regents to approve a Perovich
recommendation
that · the
University wait until the bond
market improved before selling the
bonds.
Perovich said the University
would have had to pay about 6.5
per cent interest on the bonds .if
they had opened them to bid in
September. By waiting until May,
the interest rates had fallen to about
6,04 per cent.
.
The bonds were sold to the
Northern Bank Trust Company of
Chicago, a syndicate of banks and
investment firms. Some local firms
that are members of the syndicate
are the First National Bank of
Albuquerque, Bank of New
Mexico, Stern Brothers and
Company, Rious and Company,
Inc~, and Stillwell and Company.
The bonds were used to finance

President William Davis said the loss of federal funds was a severe blow to the University. He has appoi~ted a (ask force to consider the possibility of
alternative contracts by international agencies.

:.. Rally
(Continued frorn page I)

Is Now Featuring

Daily Luncheon Special·
That Includes A

• Main Course
•Choic.e Of Soup Or Salad
• Fresh Bread

$2.75.

Mon.-Fri. 11:30 am - 2:00 prri

Take Out Items Now Available
• French Pastries And· Desserts
•Fresh French Bread
•Quiche Lorraine
(Baked Fresh Daily)

Lead at Cornell 266-1900

Studies) center."
Although Romero's criticisms of
Mondragon brought cheers, when
she asked, "Has Mondragon even
told you about the Oct. 4
meeting?" There were some shouts
of "yes." Romero was referring to
a mass meeting dealing with the
future of Chicano Studies which
will be held Oct. 4 in the SUB
Ballroom at 6 p.m.
Esquiel Lopez compared the
plight of minority students at UNM
to the Plight of "oppressed peoples
all over the world," which he
blamed on "a world-wide economic
crisis based on U.S. imperialism."

.

New Mexico

By United Press International

Ford Veto Overridden
WASHINGTON-Congress, moving toward adjournment,
overrode President Ford's veto of the $56.6 billion bill to fund
Health Education and Welfare programs Thursday and hurried an
extensi~n of revenue sharings to the White.Housc.
Ford has vetoed 59 bills since taking office and Congress has tried
to override 27 and succeed~d·ll times.
The HEW moneibill was vetoed by Ford because it was $4 billion
more than he proposed. It was the seventh time since !970 that the
HEW appropriations bill has been vetoed.

· Irish Board Soviet Ship
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DUBLIN Ireland-Ireland Thursday put 50 armed soldiers and
naval perso~nel aboard a giant Soviet trawl_er ;vhe~ its :aptain defied
orders to sail to Cork to answer charges of f1shmg vJOlallons.
An army spokesman said the 2,500-ton trawler Belomorye,
allegedly caught fishing within Ireland's 12-mile territorial waters,
'was being escorted by Irish fishery protection vessels to Cork, ending
a 24-hour confrontation 15 miles off the southeast coast of the Irish
Republic. .
The deadlock was broken after diplomatic moves between the Irish
Foreign Affairs Department and the Soviet Embassy, the spokesman
said.

six major University projects. They
are:
1
-The $1.8 VIP press box ad- I:'
dition to the football stadium;
~ ..
.,..-The $1.2 million addition to i
University Arena;
I
-The renovation of the Student 1
Union Building;
i
-The construction of the Health :·
Sciences Library;
"':\Jf
-The renovation of some
',.
dormitories and
.
-The addition to the Family
· Practice and Psychiatry unit on the
north campus.
Perovich said the two sports
· additions were origin;llly scheduled
to be paid for by bonds separate
from the bonds for the other four
projects. But he later decided it
would be better 'to consolidate all
the 1976 bond issues into one lump .
sum.
. The University will pay
Albuquerque National Bank, the
Northern Bank Trust Company of
Chicago's trustee, an average of $1
·million a year until the bonds reach
maturity in 1986.
The total bond issue, approved
The University accepted Norby the Regents, came to thern Trust's bid in May and the
$12,241,817. Of this figure, bonds were issued in June.
$3,741,817 is interest.
Perovich said the University had to
Perovich said, "We were taking a sell the bonds before July 1 because
gamble in waiting for the bond the matter had to be cleared up
'market to improve."
before the end of the fiscal year.
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Photo by W, T. Hunt

Perovich said the bond market
had improved even more after the
University accepted the bids. He
said that if the bond market
continues to improve, he may ask
the Regents to approve a proposal
that would allow the Universiiy to

consolidate the bonds.
He said it would be cheaper in the
long run if the University just had
to make one bi-annual bond
payment. The University now has
several bond issues they arc paying
for.

o rec
Last aur Lease
Twc ·wee~ clearance sale Ends

Ford Mixes Business_ & Golf
WASHINGTON-President Ford said Thursday he talked government business with lobbyist friends on the golf course while he was a
congressman.
A reporter asked about the friends paying for out-of-town golf
weekends. "I have said that I don't consider these infrequent weekends a violation of either the rules .of the House or any ethical standards," Ford replied.
·
Asked if he discussed "government business" during golf or social
meetings with lobbyist friends representing such firms as the Ford
Motor Co. and U.S. Steel, the President said, "Not to my best
recollection."
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Rizzo Recall Unconstitutional
PHILADELPHIA-The Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled Thursday a move to oust Mayor Frank L. Rizzo from office is unconstitutional and he does not have to face a special recall election in
November.
The court, in a 4-2-l decision, reversed a ruling by common pleas
court Judge David N. Savitt, who had ordered the "yes-no" question
on Rizzo be placed on the Nov. 2 election ballot.
Rizzo, at a hastily called news conference attended by about 50 supporters, said his "political career has suffered no blow. I never had
any doubts the Supreme Court would rule on facts. The law is on my
side.u

Experts Test ,'V/IG Bomber

J:REETLITES
LOTHING
XCHANGE

TOKYO-Japanese and American technicians will conduct performance tests within a few days on a Soviet MIG25 fighter which
reportedly was designed to intercept and destroy U.S. high-altitude
B52 and B70 bombers, military sources said Thursday.
Sources at the Japan Self-Defense Agency said the tests will be conducted with the MIG's engine turned on but declined to say whether
an attempt will be made to fly the plane.
The twin-engine MIG25, called the "Fox bat," is capable of speeds
in excess of I ,850 miles an hour and three years ago set an altitude
record of 119,000 feet.
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(Between Brotherhood Of Life and Deli City)

Albuquerque's Greatest Oothing Recyclers
· Since September 9, 1976
{You Hm·e To Start Sometime)
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Hodgin Hall: 'Maybe a Museum Also?'

'@

j

ASUNM Money: •
~ Easy Come; Easy Go
z

..,f
.,

p.,

Editor: ,
Hodgin Hall is indeed a land- ·
mark on campus, as are many
of the Alumni. The idea by the
Alumni Office to combine the
two into a meeting place and information center is truly innovative. Good show, Alumni
Association. ·
While the Alumni plan is a
good one, an elaboration was
recently suggested by one of
our co-conspirators. It was so

The ASUNM Senate met Wednesday night to dole out the

:;JI money it had managed to obtain through a "loan" from the NM
Union Business Office,
Fifteen groups were on hand in hopes of getting a piece of the
$9043 the Senate had left to allocate. Most of them were disappointed with what they managed to get, but some of them, we feel
sure, must have been happy to get anything at all.

~=~~:=1~~~ffu'""'

rl[ISNoT
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Project Consejo was obviously the most disappointed of all. Its
'iii.>~K
budget of $8000 was defeated in the Spring General Election. At
the meeting Wednesday, the group requested $4000 but received
A "~R,Ms
only $1700.
!)IiJI~I
The members put up what they must have considered a good -~ '
fight for their money by trying to intimidate the senators and the~ ·~ :.
vice president. Toward the end of the meeting they began chanting
1
in an attempt to force the Senate to reconsider the amount of
money Con se jo received.
111111111 unuunuuunmmmnuunmuniu 10 umnnuuumurun Q p 1N I ON lllllllmnunmnmnmnnnnmnmummu•nmummuummn~t
It is unfortunate that this and the other groups at the meeting
could not receive as much money as they wished, but the reaction
of the Consejo members can only be con~idered rude and juvenile.

my having a fruit and a dessert
Editor:
Most of the criticism leveled when we were only allowed one
Basic inat La Posada is aimed at the' ad- or the other.
ministrators.
Since
it is . competence, I suppose~
'
John Bear
downright un-American to
discriminate, here is a comment
·about some of the common
workers.
When going through the line,
I usually pick up a dessert. If the
dessert is cookies, as it was this
particular time, my tendency is
to take the cookies and leave
the plate behind. Everyone
knows that they (the plates) are
even harder to digest than most
of the dishes served at La
Posada.
Well, a worker remonstrated
me for that and told me to take
the plate, too, which I did.
Then, as I took an orange and
left its dish, I was reminded not
to leave such delectable portions behind. This time another
wor~er joined the first in making
sure I abided by the rules.
It is nice that they were concerned about me getting the
recommended daily allowance
of plastic. I just wonder why
they did not say anything about

i:

PIRG: What About Ads for Refund?

s'upport PI RG and do nothing, or
Where are they now?
'ouring the petition drive for not to support PIRG and get a
PIRG you could not walk ten feet refund from the SUB ticket office.
on the Mall without being accosted Don't let this be funding by default
by someone asking you to "sign and apathy.
After dealing with ASUNM for as long as Project Consejo has,
the petition." During the refund
we can only wonder at the group's neglect of the old adage: A bird
The top priority item for PIRG
process, not only must you go into
in the hand is worth two in the bush.
a construction-torn SUB, but up to should be the examination of exIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIJIIIIIIIIJIUIIIIIIIIIlllllll!IIJIIIIIlJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~etters.uuJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIUIUIIIIIIJIIUIIJIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIII the second floor and then off the tortion. PIRG gained the use of this
main path only to wait in line money for four months and, unbehind ticket buyers at the box· of- doubtedly, will not pay a $2.04
refund (6% interest on $2.00 for 4
fice. Where are they now?
months). Quit ripping off the
people
you propose to protect.
Where are they now? Those hundreds of volunteers could walk up
The University of Washington
This will, only come about, I'm to everyone they see and ask,
to be supporte,d, by continuing efEditor:
PIRG
has the answer to all these
Wednesday's headline, "Publish forts· to engage in research. But I convinced, through strong man- "Would you like two bucks?" So
problems,
a positive checkoff funor Perish Tenure Concept Changes cannot agree with those who feel dates from UNM's central ad- what if some people filed for more
funding
system.
When billing for
at U." was somewhat misleading. that student eva I uations are ministration.
than one refund, it didn't matter if tuition comes simply have those
The simple fact, as the article itself unreliable. I have an impression
Patrick H. McNamara they signed the petition more than
_ makes clear, is that it has not.
Associate Professor once. In {act, I know a young man who wish to support PIRG give two
that some, by no means all, faculty
Department of Sociology who had signed sixteen times, and dollars or more. Then PI RG will not
members objecting to student
have to go through this refund ,
Most departments continue to evaluations really distrust students'
was still going strong.
procedure, PI RG will not be guilty
insist-and are supported by their capacity to recognize when they're
of using people's money against
respective college deans- on the being competently taught (others
In case you hadn't heard, this is their wishes, and PIRG will gain
primacy of "publish" over "teach," simply feel the particular evaluation
the last day to get a refund on the credibility as an organization
~pinion
despite the Faculty Handbook's instrument is inadequate).
$2 you paid to PIRG. Please make devoted to helping the students
listing of teaching and scholarship
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 the conscious decision to either
rather than ripping them off.
together as the primary criteria for
'Letters to the editor •..
tenure and promotion.
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 250 words,
Presidential exhortations to
typewritten
and
double
evaluate teachfiig more highly are
spaced.
of little avail. Until those fine senSender's name, address and
timents are translated into changes
phone
number must be inin the reward structures affecting
I
strongly
believe
students
can
with the letter or it Editor:
cluded
second sandwich at half price.
faculty tenure and promotion, little
and
do
recognize
good
teaching;
I
will
not
be
considered
for
will change in the present system of
Although we enjoy the food at
checking into how much and in further believe the evaluation in- publication.· Names will be
We ordered the Crowned Posh
strument used by UNM's Office of
Posh Bagel, we must express
·The
what journals a person has
withheld only by agreement
and, after having enjoyed every bite
Institutional Research is a reliable
our concern for their form of false
published.
of it, we presented the coupon. The
one. I only wish that student- with the editor, in person.
advertising. A Posh Bagel coupon,
cashier
informed us that the
If a letter is from a group, which appeared in the LOBO (MonI support scholarship as one of recognized good teaching were
coupon
did not apply to the
the primary criteria, and in fact, feel given the place of primacy it deser- please include a name, phone day, September 27) offered a Crowned Posh because it is not a
number and address of a
~hat consistently good teaching has ves in tenur>~ and promotion
sandwich. No discrimination is
group member.
evaluations.
made between what is and what is
by Garry Trudeau not a sandwich on either the
DOONESBURY
coupon or on the menu. Is it a coincidence
that a Crowned Posh has
tlletl, SAMMY,
7HE8/t/..OF
two
slices
of bread?
lJH·HlJH.
71-lfRE's ONlY
80551
BOSS, IT's
.4St.ONt7A5
ON&R!BHTIN
H&RE/T NOT GO/N6
To avoid similar problems, we
7HeRE7HAT
YOIJ'Rii OtJT
!SI"Rir3HT 70BBl/kB
suggest
that the coupon should inRell-1-YP&J<OF EARsHOT.
TO 7R!At. BY
TA/NS TO YO/I.,
cludewhat
is and what is not con\
JVRY•. " I
sidered a sandwich. This preven\....-tative step might avoid arguments
between the cashiers (who
sometimes tend to get upset) and
the
customers
(who
get
aggravated) over deciphering the
meaning of the coupons.
By Richard J. Gordon
Where are they now?
During the petition drive for
PIRG there were two full-page ads
in the LOBO and numerous halfpage ads. During the refund
process, when it was almost complete, one four column inch ad.

Students Can Recognize Good Teaching

wi;oi3"oliiL.~tf~~:w··

.

Local Advertising
Coupon Isn't Specific

Editor:
Having looked over the past
legislative record of Lenton
Malry, I am very pleased to see
that this i~dividual is running for
re-election to the New Mexico
State House of Represen- ·
tatives. For an insight into the
dedication of this legislator, it is
only appropriate to cite two
bills.
In 1969, Rep. Malry was
responsible for H/B 240 which
protects consumers from incorrect Credit Bureau ratings.
Because of this person's efforts,
citizens now have the right to
be shown their own credit file
upon request and demand
corrections if inaccuracies appf!ar.
In 1973, Rep. Malry was
responsible for H/B 360 which
authorized
statewide
kindergarten for all five-year-olds, '
a phase in year by year, to. be
completed in 1977 ..
In brief, Rep. Malry will continue to serve the interests of
: th~ citizens of New Mexico if
given another chance. I am
quite aware of the fact that this
letter sounds like a plug but this
individual should be given credit
for . some of _his past accomplishments.
George M. Coston
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Posh Bagel, is this POSHible?
Arlene Rhee
George Lane
Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton

.Board

Unsigned editorials r:epresent a
majority opinion ot the Daily Lobo
Staff. All other colu1J1ns, cartoons
and lilners represenl the opinion
of the author :and do not necessarily

teflect1he views of the staff.

·Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin
Arts'& Media
;Ken. Walston

News Editor
Joseph 'Donnelly

Sports Editor ·
'Tim Gallagher

Advertisil)g Manager.
Harry Chapman

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

Association.
The
many
miniature
bronze
LOBOs,
season ticket stubs and tax
deductions could be added for
historic interest.
Surely such an exhibit could
generate millions of dollars simply by its unique and innovative
nature. Entrance fees, Lobo key
fobs and soft drinks would
generate capital beyond the
University's wildest dreams.
Why, we might even get that
elevator for the SUB in a year or
two. At the same time, preservation of two great University
landmarks would be assured.
Kenneth Kietzke
Comic Czar
Slumber Party
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~
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Copy Editor
Karen Moses
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I can't help wondering why the LOBO, year after year, continues
to ignore the Cultural Program on this campus. The students certainly don't. Last year, for instance, over 3500 different students attended cultural programs in Popejoy Hall alone. We issued over
12,000 student tickets during the season at a value of over $40,000
in discounts.
In the April election, cultural programming received 1670 "yes"
votes against 625 "no" votes. The LOBO received 1717 "yes"
votes vs. 685 "nays." Only about 2,750 students bothered to vote.
One would be tempted to deduce that a higher percentage of
students is interested in the Cultural Program than in the LOBO or
in the student elections.
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I can't begin to estimate how many students attended recitals in
Keller Hall or events in the Theater Arts complex or the
Museums-thousands more, no doubt.
It is my belief that you are neglecting a large portion of the
student body and staff (and fertainly your readership) by pretending that the campus does not have a cultural life. I can assure
you, in terms of activity and quality, this University offers a cultural
life on a par with or better than any other University comparable in
size, in the country, I've checked it out.
William J. Martin
Director
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Rep. Malry
Will Serve
NM Well

.Policy

Editorial

good we have decided to oass it
on to you.
It was suggested that Hodgin
Hall would make an excellent
"Alumni Museum." We could
have some of UNM's most
famous Alumni preserved in
bioplastic for.future generations
to see. They could be all decked
out in their football uniforms,
lab coats, or billfolds in hand, in
those inspirational poses befitting their rank in the Alumni

La Posada Misses
Trick
'

VERY INfEREST'ING HENRY-- ~~VE ANICE IRIP HOM~.''

Perhaps the most ironic thought about the whole situation is that
apparently the reason Project Consejo's budget was defeated in
the General Election was that the members of that organization
themselves voted against the Consejo budget because they wanted
more than $8000.

z

-------------------------------~-- Editor:

Editorial

3»

UNM Students Attend,
Enjoy Cultural Program

enaul
(2 blocks west of WyotrJng -Across from
Hoffmantown)
I

For the best .in elothing &. head snppHes

111 Harvard SE- 8117 Menanl NE
Mon - Sat :l0-9 Sun 12-6
266-7709

Jr'ill"
BANKAMERICARD.
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Faculty Studies A&S Requirement Change

c,

'
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By Linda Gleason
physics with at least one semester
Dean Nathaniel Wollman of the hour being in a laboratory for one
College of Arts and Sciences has of these; nine hours in economics,
proposed a revision of the group geography, political science or
requirements. which will be con- sc)dology; as many hours as needed
sidered at a meeting of the Arts and to complete the fourth semester of a
Sciences facu!ty on Oct. 5.
language; six hours in mathematics
and nine hours in English writing,
speech communication, linguistics
Last year a Committee on Group or journalism.
Requirements reviewed the present
program which requires students in
According to the proposed
the College of Arts and Sciences to
program,
the total number of group
complete 36 hours from five of six
requirement
hours might be as low
groups, six hours in four of the
as
43
or
as
high
as 57, depending
groups and 12 hours in a fifth·
upon
whether
a
student can get
group.
credit for foreign language by
testing out of the courses. No more
"The committee considered how th.an six or seven hours in one
the group requirements fitted into a department within a group will
liberal education, but never agreed count toward group requirements
on a precise change of program," except to satisfy the foreign
said Wollman.

After reviewing the Comm,ittee's
work, Wollman proposed a new
program. If this program _is accepted, students in the College of
Arts and Sciences will have to
complete seven of the following
eight groups: nine hours in
literature, (including foreign and
comparative), history or philosophy; six hours in art and music
from a s.elected Jist of courses;
six to seven hours in anthropology;
biology, or psychology including at
least one semester hour being in a
laboratory for one of these
sciences; six to seven hours in
chemistry, geology, astronomy or

,,,

Save On
Bus Passes
At UNM
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Semester bus passes will be sold
to students at a 25 per cent discount
in a special booth at the UNM
Bookstore today from 9 a.m·. to 4
p.m. Semester passes will be sold
for $20 and monthly bus passes will
be sold for $8. ·
Connie Callan, marketing
analyst for the city's transportation
department, said the bus passes will
be discounted because the semester
is one-fourth·over.
The passes will be honored
through Dec. 31 for riding on any
city Suntran bus on any day.
Forty-three fewer passes have
been sold this semester than in the
spring_ Callan said figures on the
sale of passes show a decrease
because the final count taken last
semester was taken after the 25 per
cent sal~- 1
She said she expects final ticket
sales to be the same as last year.
Monthly bus pass sales for September which total 90 have increased I 00 per cent when compared to last September.

~·Wanted:
=
'
.

!§ Campus Representative
!§
ForTheSouths

§
~
~

~
~

§

=
=

Lite® Beer from MilJer.
lverything you always wanted
in a beer. And less.

§
§

~

=

Hottest Selling

Custom 'Tee Shirts.
Earn Top Dollar

!§

§
§

~
~

~

While Wearing The
Latest In
~
•Rock Groups
§
•Cars
=
•Motorcycles
§
eX-Rated etc.
§
In Tee Shirts.

Write For Complete
Details To:
~
Shirt Shacks
So. Dixie Highway
20225
5
Miami Florida 33157

., ........ ..
~

'" ~

...Pi

College of Arts and Sciences, Ralph
P. Norman. Norman compared
-group requirements of neighboring
state universities :md comparable
universities across the country (the
latter being drawn from a recent
·Carnegie Council study on higher
education). His comparison shows
UNM to have substantially lower
group requirements.

Nathaniel Wollman

IT'S MESSAGE IS SPECTACULAR
WHAT:
WHEN:
WHO:
WHERE:

10 DAY GET ACQUAINTED SALE
NOW THROUGH OCTOBER 12TH
BEAU BRITCHES
BOTH STORES- 6000 MONTGOMERY NE
2001 EUBANK NE
BEAU BRITCHES WANTS YOUR BUSINESS

WHY:

.

'

LEVI'S REGULAR PREWASHED
DENIM BELLS

DENIM BLUE JEANS BY FADED
GLORY AND A SMILE

Sizes 28 to 36 waist/100% Cotton Heavyweight Jean Regularly sells for $17.50

Sizes 26 to 34/100%Cotton-Assorted styles.
Regularly sold for $16.00 to $25.00

Now Only$

9 00

(Super Price)

Now Only $1

MEN'S FASHION SHIRTS BY
KENNINGTON AND JOEL

(Super Fashion Buys)

PEASANT SHIRTS BY
KENNINGTON

Polyester and nylon blends/ Assorted
'patterns Great looks for leisure suits and
casual wear These shirts regularly sold for
$14.00 to $22.00
Now Only $
00

Shirts are 100% Cotton and Cotton and
Polyester blends Regularly $16.00 to $18.00

6

Now Only$

7 DO

MEN'S DRESS & CASUAL SLACKS
BY HAGGAR, LEVI'S, LEE

LEVI'S ALPINE BELL
LIGHTWEIGHT DENIM

Sizes 29 to 36/Regularly sold for $14.00-22.00

Sizes 28to 36/Regularly sold for $17.50

No~ Only $

5 00

Now Only$

MEN'S PREWASH DENIM AND
BRUSHED DENIM JACKETS BY
.

Q 00

9 00

LEVI'S JACKETS TO MATCH
THE ALPINE BELL

•.

Levi's, Lee, Wrangler Sizes SM XL

SM l Xi./ Regularly sold for $22.50

Regular price $16.00 to $28.00
Now Only$

I
·.~

9 00

Now Only$

GALS LONG SLEEVED POLYESTER
AND NYLON BLEND BLOUSES

9 00

DITTOS AND FADED GLORY
JACKETS FOR GALS
Junior Sizes 5-13/'These match the Faded
Glory Jeans 100% Cotton, prewashed blue
denim Regularly sold for $16.50 to $33.00

Junior Sizes 5-13/ Assorted patterns Regularly
sold for $13.50 to $20.00
Now Only$
00

6

Now Only$
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©1976 The Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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In a memorandum sent to the
arts and sciences faculty which
outlined his proposal, Wollman
based the need for change on what
he said was faculty sentiment in
favor of an increase in group
requirements. The memorandum
also included the results of a study
conducted by associate dean of the

NOTHING HOKEY
ABOUT THIS AD.

!t lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllo:

When you've been looking all week for a place
to live and this is the best thing you've seen so far
... it's no time to get filled up.

language group.

6000 Montgomery

~.E.

• Phone 881 87b
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Station to Replace KOB
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KUNM Will Be Aired in SUB
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By M.A. Booth
The public address system in the
SUB will carry radio station KUNM
for the first time this semester
beginning·today, W.O. Brightwell,
building service manager.
Last spring KOB was replaced by
KUNM on the PA system after
student Mike Pip.er presented a
petition to SUB Director Ted
Martinez. "But the system was only
turned on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday afternoons," said Piper,
"or by request. You had to go to
the candy counter since the PA
system is in the room behind it and
ask that it be turned on," he said.

KUNM was then replaced by a matter of changing the dial," he
KOB on the P A system when said.
KUNM moved out of the SUB this
Director of KUNM Paul
Mansfield said that Martinez had
summer.
Martinez, director of the SUB, not talked to him about the change,
said he told some people who talked nor had any message been passed
to him last week the change to on tO him about it. "But that.
KUNM would be made. He said he doesn't rriean he hasn't called," he
also "talked to the KUNM board ·said.
about the change a week or two
Making the change from KOB
ago."
radio station to KUNM is "Quite
"We're renovating, and we've simple," Mansfield said. "You just
had all kinds of problems just change the dial."
providing minimum service,"
Piper said he started a new
Martinez said.
petition a month ago and put it
"Th~ change will be made' as
outside the Pronto Fast Food
soon as we can get to it. It's not just Service across from the Student
Informatioin Center where he
works part-time. He said Martinez
told him at the beginning of this
school year that he was "comfortable" with KOB, and that he
had received complaints last year
aboutKUNM.
Piper said the petition states that
the undersigned "feel it would be in
the best interests of the students if

;fill"""

P;escriptions .filled
Lenses replac:J.'
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Mon.-Sat.
9am-9pm
11701 Menaul N.F.
511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667
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New Office 4523 4th NW 345~5301.
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COMING OUT

UNDA RONSTADT
Hasten Down lheWhd
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The Sunshine WQrms
Film FQnQtic's Frenzy.
Ted Martinez

Peace Corps Offers
Uniq~e Experiences
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KUNM student radio station were
played in the SUB." He said he has
not been energetic in collecting
signatures for the current petition
and estimated that he has about
600. When he gets 1,000 signatures,
he said, he will send copies to the
LOBO, the New Mexico Union
Board, ASUNM, KUNM and to
Martinez.
"l consider it a first step in
gaining student control of the
student union," he said.

By Robert Grebe
Wanted-Qualified people with a
positive attitude who are willing to
relocate in a foreign country.
The wor~ is fulfilling.
The experience is unparalleled.
The pay is ..... adequate.
That's what the Peace Corps
recruiter Harvey Buchalter is telling
students who inquire at his office at
UNM.
A tour with the Peace Corps
could benefit a UNM student in his
career objectives, said Buchalter
who served two years in Bolivia for.

ORLEANS

Waking and Dreaming

the Peace Corps. A graduate can
gain experience in an unden;leveloped country that may not
be immediately available in the
U.S., he said.
He said an individual with a
degree in Agriculture could work
and share ideas with agriculture
specialists in a Latin American
country.
An architecture graduate could
do development planning in one of
several countries, he said.
Persons are needed who are
qualified in vehicle maintenance,
engineering, geology, health services, business and social work. But
the Peace Corps will find a place
for almost anyone with technical
experience or a good education,
said Buchalter.
"Few people realize the depth of
their own experiences," he said.
"They take for granted experience's that could be of use in a
developing country." ·
Buchalter's office, ,in Room 229
of Ortega Hall, is open from 3:30 to
6:00 on Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday.

Bolivian Culture
Night Saturday

TI£ BEACH WI'S

JAMES TAYLOR
In the Pocket

ln<Wes lho Hi Rod< end Rol M..lc
Ai>o llcWe< Chopol ollooio
TM Song/Tcldo Me

Includes Sh<mer the People
Money Machine/Family Man
Slow Burning LDYe

IS Big Ones

A group of Bolivian educators
will celebrate a Bolivian cultural
evening at UNM Saturday, Oct. 2
at 6:30 p.m. at the International
Center (1808 Las Lomas NE) on the
UNMcampus.
The Bolivian contingent will be
dressed in native costume and the
evening will feature Bolivian
folklore, music and food.
The educators are attending
UNM during the fall semester
through a special training program
administered by the Latin
American Projects in Education
office at UNM.

JUDY COLLINS
Bread And Roses

INSTRUMENTS
1-.,(0I{f.'ORII.I l U
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RCI
Brings
New York
DISCOUNT'/.~':.s:t

Prices
to Campus!
Hove into advanced problem solving
o;moothly

&

naturally with this

simple, easy~to~use programming
system. Tl 1 s Algebra!~ Operating
System {AOS) makes It even eaS1er
~ just ~ey the problem as you
would state It, You can use the
same program of up to 100 steps
(with 9 levels of parenthes~s.
and an 8~re~lster staek h~ndllng
up to 7 pending operations) again
and again. Build your own prob·
lems or use any of the 56 programs
provl ded wl th the SR-56

$94·50

Tl-1200 ..... 7,99

1-1250 ••••• 10.99

$4.99 LP; $6.99 Tape

On Sale ·october 1-21

Recorel
Coronado Center

Harry Chapin: 2-Record Set

, .. 1270 ••••• 12.99
~· ..... 22.50
JSR··2550-I ! •• zg.so Business Anal ~~.50

....... ).4.so TI•S100 ••••••

SR-SI·II, ,, ,,

~9.50

6~.50

SR-SZ LIBRARIES TI·$0SOH, ,,,, 99.50
$2.~.9$

PC·IQQ,,,,,,tz~.$0

!)ft-52: •••••• 2.2.4.$0
Add$3
handling Charge.
NY Srnlc

~
•

.

ro<i add

sales Ia:.:

9:30-9 Mon.-Fri.
9:30~6 Sat.- 12-5 Sun.

Dlscotln!API>IIanc•••l

By Ken Walston
Something wonderful is happening in downtown Albuquerque
for lovers of good films. It is the
opening of th~ newly redecorated
Sunshine Theater on Central
.Avenue between First and Second
Streets.
Promising films of "talent,
classic and enduring," Ross
Caccavale, manager of the theater,
hopes to lure viewers away from
their television sets and into the
land of Hollywood make-believe. A
theater will be successful, said
Caccavale "if you give the audience
what they want to see." ·By aU
indications, he will succeed.
Beginning last S).lnday, the
Sunshine is running a tour de force
package of Warner Bros. classics
from the 1930's and '40's, The
nine-week "Salute to Warners"
includes 10 Bogart flicks, several

featuting James Cagney, Errol
Flynn, Bette Davis and one, King's
Row, starring the "Sage of the
West," Ronald Reagan.
Admission is a most reasonable
$2 an adult, $1 for children, and on
Mondays and Tuesdays, $1.25 for
students and s~nior citizens. This
price gives you two-yes, that's
right, two- full-length feature
films, the kind that made
Hollywood the center of world
entertainment. These are the films
our parents and grandparents
thrilled to in the dark days of the
Depression and the depths of
World War II. These are the epics
that helped rally the morale of three
besieged continents. Imagine what
they can do for us today, jaded
sophisticates that we have become.
The oldest of the films were made
in 1931, the newest in 1949,
spanning Hollywood's "Golden

NucleQt Pile Yields
PotentiQI movie Script
The Prometheus Crisis/By Thomas N. Soria and Frank M. Robinson/ Bantam Books/$1.95
Review By Mike Gallagher
Thomas Sorta and Frank Robinson like to deal in major disasters; they
wrote The Glass Inferno, which later became the movie Towering Inferno
with all those great big-time Hollywood stars we have come to know and
love.
But apparently Sorta and Robinson have decided a skyscraper fire Was
not quite big enough. The star of their new book is the fictional nuclear
reactor, Prometheus, "the largest nuclear reaction in the world."
The two writers have done at least preliminary research into the
problems of the nuclear-energy industry.
The nuclear reactor is turned on at the president's request. The president
is in the midst of a political convention and the plant is turned on despite
the objections of the nuclear engineers, some of who are actually concerned that technology may fail them.
Technology does fail and the plant melts; it doesn't blow up as most of
us would think, there is no final atomic blast destroying most of northern
California.
The plant melts and leaks radioactive materi~ all over the West Coast
and wipes out at least one small fishing village located near the plant.
The rest of the West Coast will apparently die of radioactive poisoning
sometime in the future.
.
Sorta and Robinson give a cursory glance at some frightening problems
in the nuclear-energy industry. To list just a few: nuclear waste disposal;
inadeqmite safeguards on the plants and disposal sites; the conflicts of
industry and government personnel within the nuclear energy system, and;
the insanity of too fast development without the proper social attitude.
The authors also point out some of the phony language used by public
' relations people trying to sell local people on having a nuclear plant in their
neighborhood. Lethal nuclear-radiation turns into "sunshine units," and
the fisherman are told the plant only increases the local water temperature
by two degrees. Try telling a fisherman who hasn't caught a fish in weeks
where he used to find them abundant, that the plant hasn't affected the
local fishing.
One fisherman, testifying before a closed Congressional committee after
the plant melts, puts the problem into proper perspective.
A Senator says, "Sir, that nuclear plant paid taxes that built your.
community a new school, bought a new fire engine and many other items
your community would not have had if the plant weren't there."
"Senator, that's tine but the town is gone," the fisherman answe!ed.
The town was scraped from the face of the earth and put into 50 gallon
drums and buried.
A few things to think about. Even though Sorta and Robinson don't
display the finest literary style, they succeed in at least popularizing an
•
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Years." Ironically, Warner Bros.
no longer holds the rights to their
own classic films, and the package
was put together by United Artists
Classics, Caccavale said. He said
the package was "highly successful" in New York theaters, and
so was offered for national
distribution.
Caecavale said he was pleasantly
suprised at the number of young
people going to see the first week's
offerings, Casablanca and Now,
Voyager. While some of the
dialogue may seem • "fatuous"
today, he stressed the fact that these
films are not being shown as
"camp," but as entertainment.
That they are.
The theater itself cost around
$20,000 to renovate, Caccavale
said. The lobby "picks up the idea
of cinema as an art form," he said,
with portraits of famous film stars
set in three-dimensional frames.
The upstairs lounge revives the
feeling of the plush movie palace of
yesteryear, with comfortable chairs
and gleaming fixtures. (No
spitoons, though.)

"I am highly pleased with the
outcome" of the renovation,
Cavvacale said. "What we have is
an elegant spot, with elegant
audiences and elegant films."
Is the downtown theater on the
way out? "That's nonsense. You
must give them something to go
to," he said.
He called the parking downtown
ample and well-lighted, especially
after regular business hours, when
most people go to the movies. As
for the reputation downtown
Albuquerque has with many
residents as a place best avoided at
night, Caccavale unhesitatingly
stated he feels as safe there as in any
other part of the city.
"I lived for 13 years in Detroit,"
he said, providing ample reason for
his sense of security.

moved to the Duke City to manage
the Sunshine, he was manager of
the Commonwealth theaters in
Santa Fe.
Perhaps the nicest feature of his
new theater, from the movie-goer's
perspective, is the massive screen.
Measuring 37 feet by 17 feet, it is
the second-largest movie screen in
town. The screen at the Hiland is
"one foot wider," Caccavale said.
In this era of the mini-screen, it is
reassuring to know one·can see an
epic film in epic proportions.
As to what is in store after the
nine-week Warner Bros. series
ends, Caccavale said he c()uldn't
commit himself to names until the
bookings are confirmed. He
promised nothing but good films,
though, such as famous musicals,
Sherlock Holmes and W.C. Fields.
He said some first-run films could
be shown.

During those 13 years, Caccavale
"The only thing we'll be exran a group of theaters specializing ploiting is people's desires for good
in foreign films, which are his films," he said. Go ahead, Ross.
specialty. For the last year, until he Exploit us.

Buccaneets:
Jaws' Shaw
Floundets
Swashbuckler: currently showing at the Louisiana
Mall Cinema, 7 & 9 p.m.
Review by Orlando Medina
In the latest epic of iron men and wooden ships, it
would appear that Robert Shaw has traded his modern
dinghy and rubber shark for a souped-up galleon and
Genevieve Bujold.
It's quite a coincidence that the same week I saw
Swashbuckler, I also saw Captain Blood with Errol
Flynn and the difference of a few decades is the same
difference between a pitched sea battle on the Spanish
Main and a collision of rowboats on the UNM duck
pond.
Let's face it. If Robert Shaw were a buccaneer on
Errol Flynn's ship, he'd be scraping barnacles from
the ship's keel while it was in mid-ocean.
The problem with Swashbuckler lies in the fact that
it is supposed to be an adventure movie but washes
ashore as one of those modern profiles of an anti·hero
and a psychotic despot. Shaw admits to the im:.
prisoned but kindly aristocrat's daughter, Genevieve
Bujold, that he is a pirate because he wants to be a
pirate. Shaw was not falsely convicted by an English
tribunal and is seeking revenge and justice by pillage.
Shaw simply likes to plunder ships and spend the
evening as a drunken sailor in port.
· l'!ow Peter Boyle is the kindly island despot who enjoys the same things as Shaw, only the movie hints
that his free-frolic evenings are spent with young boys
in bathtubs playing with each other's flagship. Boyle
also likes to be on the receiving end of the cat-a-ninetails. •
The movie's theme is not major sea battles but
rescuing the island's oppressed population from

Boyle's dungeon before Boyle sets sail with his illgotten booty.
Beau Bridges is Boyle's military attache and bumbles his way from a botched hanging of Shaw's mate,
James Earl Jones, to an attempted staircase duel with
Shaw. Beau should have spent a few more evenings
swimming laps in the pool with his father,
Jones has done better, as his entire part consists of
being a good buddy to Shaw and swapping, not sea
stories, but dirty inaudible limericks with Shaw,
As bloodthirsty pirates, Shaw's crew has no class.
They probably pass off better as numbers racket
collectors on the Disneyland jungle ride.
The biggest crime committed in the movie is the
plain fact that you never realize if the cast and the
producer are lampooning a sea adventure or providing
a Freudian interpretation of the Crimson Pirate.
The question of whether Shaw will reform from
piracy is brought up and never answered. I must admit
that some parts of the movie are entertaining, but I
can't figure out why unless I like the re-enactment of
scenes from Butch Cassidy and the Sundancp Kid.
Lest I forget, Genevieve Bujold is no Maureen
O'Hara or Olivia de Havilland. Her major contributions to the movie include wrestling with another
woman over a locket, diving naked off the pirate ship
and deciding to due! Shaw in her undergarments: She
might h.>ve been better off spending another thousand
days with Henry VIll.
, I think my biggest mistake is that I like movies such
as Captain Blood. Swashbuckler should have been
scuttled, Lacking real entertainment or adventure, the
• conflicl in the movie might be best summed up as the
traditional battle between "Brines" and "Brawn."

£Continued on p&ge13)
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The LOBO Guide to the movies

I

Lobo

Genevive Bujold. See review on
page9oftoday'sLOBO.Atl,3,5,
7, l!nd 9 p.m.
Neil Simon's Murder By Death,
a whodunit with Alec Guinness,
Truman Capote, Elsa Lancaster,
David Niven, Pete Faulk and Pete
Sellers. the movie that doesn't
1 & .
·
peter out. 7 : 5 9. 10 p.m.
Roman Polanski's The Tenant,
by the filmmaker best known for
the Tate-Bianca Murders, among
other horror films. Clean the seat
of your pants on your way out at
7:15&9:30p.m.
Before 2 p.m. the admission
price is $1.50.
T H E
W Y 0 M I N G
MALL-Creature From Black
Lake, another monster movie, starts today. If you go before 2 p.m.,
it'll only set you back $1.50,
Evening shows at 7:50 & 9:50p.m.
Rated that nasty "R."
THE MONTGOMERY PLAZA

ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

Tom Wolfe
Octobe·r 5, 1976 Woodward Hall
Author of' "The Electric Kooi-Aid Acid Test," "The Pump House Gang,"
and the "Radical Chic." Tom Wolfe is one of the foremost authors of
the American pop culture well known for his penetrating observations
on the contemporary scene.
Tickets at SUB box otrice, the General Store, Natural Sound II on Menaul
$2.50 General Public, UNM Students $1.00
Tickets at the door the niaht of the show

· GALiE~iA TWIN
t
·
1K
.
- ar~
ane s ars m
~este~ Street.' re~etve~ an t~ad~my
~ar nommatwn ut . os · ou
~tght 1~ve ~a~~htt:er 1 ~ ~~~~at
nfw: g':. ~ m. e etr Y b~'
ear Yd. utsstan tmml'ftgran s scram de
to a JUS to new 1 e, new ways an
It
7•30 & 9·25 m
newcu ure. :
: P·. ·
Al~o sh~wt~g, M:sou~l Breaks,
starnng
ar on
r~n 0 as a
regulator, and Jack Nteholson as a
~~ttle 7r~~tler. GJuess w~o get: w~o
t~st.: .p.m. ames aansars.m
K~ller El~te, a story about CIA. m-_"'
tr.tgue, wtth Robert Duvall. See tt at
9.50 p.m.

THEA~ER C

Dtive-lns
TERRACE ONE-Two Disney hits should please those with kids. Apple Dumpling Gang at 7:15 & 11:00 p.m., with the movie Treasure of
Matecumbre sandwiched in between at 9 p.m.
TERRACE TWO-The Omen,with Gregory Peck and Lee Remick,
provide enough thrills for anyone's Friday evening date. See it at 7:20 &
10:50 p.m. In the middle of these showings is James Colburn in Skyriders.
It shows at 9:20p.m.
·
DUKE CITY-Here we have Mother Jllf!S and Speed, starring Bill
Cosby and Racqel Welsh, with Harvey Keitel. A comedy romp about ambulance drivers. See it at 7:15 & 10:25 p.m. Between ambulance calls you
can see Peeper, starring Natalie Wood. It runs at 9 p.m.
SILVER DOLLAR DRIVE IN ONE-Final week of Logan's Run,
promises the advertisement. About Life and Death in the 23rd century.
Starring Peter Ustinov, Michael York and Jenny Agutter. In between is.
Yul Brenner in Westwor/d. At 9:20p.m.
SILVER DOLLAR TWO-Double horror shock show presents They
Came From Within at 7:25 & 10:40 p.m., with The Devil Within Her sandwiched in between. At 9 p.m.
SILVER DOLLAR THREE-An H. G. Wells masterpiece Food of the
Gods, starring several despicable creatures you may have seen in your kitchen before, such as brother cockroach, sister ant, uncle rodent, etc. Also,
Born Losers, at 8:50p.m. l'he food movie shows at 7:15 & 10:40 p.m.
The New Mexico legislature will consider

several areas or utility reform this year. NMPIRG
will assist and coordinate students wishing to
have an input Jnt.o utility reform. Call277-2757 or
stop bv 107C: (',1'1,-n<>ll

The Peace Corps office is at Rrn. 229, Or~ega Hall.
The library requirements of 1nformntion on charge
cards have been simplified to include brief author and
title1 exact call numbers and the latest address if you
have recently moved.

Proudly Presenting

GSA needs one representative interested in the
wclrarc of KUNM to the Student Radio Board for

•

1976-77. Apply at Rm. 248 1 SUB. Other committee

positions are still available.

fts hours arc Tues., Thurs., and Fri. from 3:30to 5:30

p.m.

Attention Health Sdenec students! Please hel}i1
save a 11£e today by donating a pint o1 blood. The

Bloodmobile will be at BCMC second £1oor 1nb
Thurs., 11:30 a.m.
4p.m •

to 5:30p.m. and Fri.. 10 a.m. t{l
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I Restaur.ant- Saloon~ I
HAPPY Starting
I
I HOUJl At5:00p.m. I
•
All cocktails . . . . . . . . . . . . .891
I • Coors Beer
I
62 oz. Pitcher
$1.591
I
18 oz. Schooner
'
..• 49
I
12 oz. Mug . . . .
. .391
1AbsolutelyTheBestPriceslnTown I
I
I
I
I
A Continental Beer Garden
I 39 Coronado Center Lower. Level --.

I
Happy Hour 3:00 - 6:oo p.m.

FREE CHEESE & BREAD
All Weekend at

·

Featuring the GYRO-. A Unique Greek Sandwich
Out For A Night On The Town? Use Us As
Your Watering Hole
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Tto.dition of Co.no.dio.n Rock:
April Wine Ro.nks on Top
The Whole World's Going
Crazy/April Wine!London/PS675
Review by George Gesner
There are so many rock bands
today that I ·consider it a minor
miracle when one band rises above
the crowd and comes up with a
decent album witlt no foreseeable
weak spots.
In the past few years, the rock
scene has broken out of the.
traditional England-United States
mold and has been seeping out of
Europe, Japan, Australia, and
Canada.
Canada, our nextdoor neighbors, has produced such names as
J oni Mitchell, Gordon Lightfoot,
Guess Who, Mahogany Rush,
Valdy, Neil Young, Bachman Turner Oyerdrive, and Pierre Trudeau.
America is so close to Canada
and yet so far away. There's a new
name atop Canada's music world
that few Americans have'heard of.
The group is April Wine.
April Wine, in its short history,
has amassed four gold albums in

Canada and has their best album
effort yet to achieve an easy gold in
their homeland and possibly one in
the states.· The album is appropriately titled The Whole
World's Go in' Crazy.
The album starts with one of the
two "45" entries on the album,
"Gimme Love." The piece has the
same get up and go as Bad Company's "Can't Get Enough of Your
Love." A nice harp10ny break
slows up the pace at various times. ·
"Child's Garden" starts off soft
and slow but breaks out hard
towards the end. The song has a
nice feel to it with Myles Goodwyn,
the creative force and original
member of April Wine, plays
keyboards and shows off some
smooth fluid vocals: Guitar player
Gary Moffet plays especially nice
during the slow portions.
Doobie style rock with hot spurts
of metal rock describes "Rock 'N'
Roll Woman" pretty well. The
number sets up the best piece on the
album and one of the best numbers

\0
-l
0\

~~-'
·APlR'lL.
. . 'll. -· ....
of the year.
"Wings of Love" is the perfect
rock ballad. Goodwyn's voice is so
smooth in this gentle melody. Suddenly metal guitars jam out with
excellent harmony vocals and fantastic energy. The piece is a cross
'between Barclay James Harvest
(BJH) and possibly Uriah Heep
(towards the end). The number
features Mary Lou Gauthier with
excellent backing vocals, Dwayne
Ford on plano, and Marie Bernard
on the Ondes Martinet. The piece is
such a good group effort that the
names of the other two members of
the April Wine foursome should be
named. They are the bass player
Steve Lang and ex-Roy Buchanan
drummer, Jerry Mercer.
The side
another BJH

sound alike called "Marjorie," The
versatility of the group really shows
here in this folk rock number that
goes a little heavy on the moog.

the title song that is indeed crazy.
The names of Bay City Rollers and
Queen may pop in your head after
listening to the group's other "45."
The piece features background
The second side starts with guest chipmunk vocals.
guitarist from Mahogany Rush,
April Wine may have impressed
Franke Marino, playing the Hen- some people with their rocking
drix out of his guitar on "So Bad." single "You Could Have Been A
"Shotdown" is a hard rocker Lady," a Hot Chocolate number
showing the rock side of Good- they did four years ago, but will
wyn's vocals.
really shock people out of their rut
"Like A Lover, Like A Song" is
a slow ballad featuring Serge Locas
on piano and mellotron. "Kick
Willy Rd." features another top
TRAVELER
Canadian musician out of Trooper
is
pounding out the keys. It is an intense rock'n'roll number with nice
melodic inserts.
This fantastic album ends with

at

NED'S

(QnQdQ Rock Ttippets.
"Two For the Show"/TrooperI Legend-MCA 2214
Now that the Bachman Turner Overdrive is dormant, Randy Bachman
runs around finding talent and producing it in Canada. Trooper is one ol'
his better efforts.
Circus music starts off the title song that features, of course, producer
Bachman on guitar. It is a nice smooth piece for the British Columbian
group.
.
' "Gypsy Wheeler" is a fast, hard rocker that really belts it out. A little
bit of the Caribbean is present in "Santa Maria." Good vocals by Ra
McGuire and Van Morrison style background vocals make the song a
memorable one.
Drummer Tommy Smith wrote and sings "Loretta'' that includes hectic
rock 'n roll piano by new member Frank Ludwig. The side ends with the
album's best number "The Boys in the Bright White Sports Car." The
legendary metal rock tale of cruisers features Brian Smith on soaring lead
guitar.
"Whatcha Gonna Do About Me" is indicative of BTO. Ra plays the
harp and Bachman does an encore performance on his string machine.
"I Miss You Already" is a nice slow melody, with Harry Kalensky on
chimes, that provides a resting spot on the side without losing its intensity.
Trooper's second album shows a lot more professional polis)l. than their
debut album and should improvetheirimage in rock music. Rate B plus.

•

Howa Johnsons
Midtown
Bar
Weekend Special

Wine Coolers
75¢

Pina Coladas, Mai Tais, Tequills Sunrises .....• 89

;,Inexpensive Libations Arid .
E.fflcaciou.s Entertainment"

"~

of

a~~E

strange but true bank robbery. Call
294-4747 for times. Among other
offerings at these multi-screen emporiums of entertainment: Squ1rm,
about a night of crawling terror;
The Big Bus, which was reviewed in
the Sept. 24 LOBO; and Bruce Lee,
Super Dragon.
·
CINEMA EAST-The return of
Richard Harris in the role he
originated in a Man Called Horse,
in a movie called a The Return of A
Man Called Horse, at 7:30 & 9:50
p.m. Also showing is The Great
Scout and Cathouse Thursday,
with Oliver Reed as an Indian, and
Lee Marvin again in a role he. is

"
z
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Re·view
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who seems more content to
LOUISIANA MAl J -Three, and LOS ALTOS CINEMA both remembered tor. 7 & 9 p.m. b 1.
,..,.ttes Kesey,
·
·
·
•
· . presents" Swash· offer Dog Day AJrternoon b~gm-· b ttEASTDALE-Do
Th e '-A
wnte short arttcles for EsqUire ttered cmema
th B "?Whyyou t? ce teve
11 d
magazine on his herd of Herefords buckler, starring Robert Shaw and ning Friday. AI Pacino m a J er At~. 1 ;'){9
no · a e
GUILD THEATER-The Great
than writing another novel for his
White Hope, starring James Earl adoring fans. Anyway, in my
.Jones in a powerful drama of the opinion, it's one of the greatest
first black boxer to challenge a vehicles for the multi-faceted talenwhite champion and win the crown, ts of Jack Nicholson since Five
and his white mistress, forcefully Easy Pieces. Jack makes a great
played by Jane Alexander. 7 & 9 psychotic. 7:15 & 9:45p.m.
p.m. Mel Brooks' Blazing Saddles
HILAND-Ode to Billy Joe;
·
begins on Saturday.
S ummer oJ, r '42 set m
the South.
DON PANCHO'S-200l:A Pubescent Jove based on Bobby
Space Odyssey, Stanley Kubrick's Gentry's honeysuckle lyrics from
best in sights, sounds and general her hit song of about a decade ago.
accessibility. Starring Keir Dullea The "Beverly Hillbilly's" Jethro
and Outer Space. At 7 & 9 p.m.
makes it as a film maker where he
ENCORE-Formerly hardcore, hadtroublemakingitasahuman.
now showing two of Hitchcock's 7:30p.m. Also, Aloha, Bobby and
greatest-Frenzy, at 8:45 p.m., Rose, which' is Ode to Billy
starring John Finch and Alec Joe-Hawaiian Style. At 9:30p.m.
MacGowan; and Psycho, with AnFOX WINROCK-A lice in·
thony Perkins as a rather strange Wonderland is a childhood fairy
individual who likes to poke people tale with a Playboy pinup as the
through shower curtains.
lead. What more needs to be said?
L,OBO-One Flew Over the It's not a cartoon, but there's a lot
Cuckoo's Nest, in a rathet loose of animation. See it at 8 & 9:30
adaptation of the novel by Ken p.m.
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Fresh Popcorn
NMStudents
1-25 & Lomas
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. LEARN SILVERSMITHING.
.

For Fun i~Od Profit
Evening Classes ·7:00- 9:.00.
· BasJc arid Advanced

• SOUTHWESTERN SILVERSMITH .SCHOOL
294-3'J56
3207 Silver SE

.
•

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

..'

•

/li II\ ~g~~!.9,X !!~~~
A thrilling
psychological detective
story of electrifying
power. Winner of '7
awards on Broadway.

This play by Peter Shaffer is appropriate for mature
audiences only. We recommend parental guidance.
"One of the most powerful theatrical experiences of_
our time," Wall Street Journal
An Experience You Will Never Forget!

monda~. October 11- 8:15Pm

Tickets $8.00, $7.00, $6.00. $5.00, $4.00

UNM Students, Faculty, Staff Yz Price

U. Professor Opens
New Theater Group

Stanley Clarke/School Days/Nem- Milton Holland, conga and
peror NE 439-0698
triangle; make up the total

By Alftn Dumas

The Vortex Theatre, a new attempt to provide Albuquerque's
theatre-goers with an intelligent
alternative in entertainment, opens
in November, Located across the
street from UNM at Vassar and
Central, the new theatre is part of
the Mime· Experiment Performing
Arts Collective.
The directors of the theatre are
UNM English Professor David
Jones (whose directorial credits in·
elude Endgame, Hedda Gabler and
two very strange experimental
adaptations of Shakespeare) and
Joe Toulouse, a local director and
sound technician, who produced
Gi/gamesh last spring at the
University of Albuquerque.
The first production at the Vor·
tex will be Waiting for Godot diree'ted by Jones, In December,
Marilyn Pittman will direct an
evening of Women~s Theatre. In
January Toulouse will direct two
one-acts by Pirandello and
Hidescheimer. Ellen Dowling, who
wrote and directed the very popular
Blow It Out Your Toga last year
for Bugger City, will present
Aristophanes' The Birds in
February. A Pinter and a
Shakespeare are planned for March
and April.
All the plays will run for three
consecutive weekends. Actors,
designers, and directors are badly
needed by the company, and
auditions will be open to everyone.
Anyone interested should call the
Mime Experiment at 842-1080.
Anyone interested in supporting
the Vortex Theatre can send a taxdeductible donation to the Mime
Experiment at 805 Tijeras NW,

ASUNm

•
I

~~~·what the theatr~ needs most
is your patronage. Anyone interested in serious drama now has

an opportunity to help start the
most
project ever laun·
h d. promising
Alb
c e m
uquerque.

UNffi
museum Offers <;:Ia~~
A unique art class that combines anthropology and art mstructJOn 1s
being offered by the University of New Mexico's. Maxwell Museum of An.
d · "
thropology,
The" Arts and Artifacts" class, for students 8 to 18 years ol , IS an ~t- ·
tempt to make art more meaningful to young people," Elisse Suttman, mstructor for the class, said. ·
Classes will be held Saturdays from October 2 to November 20 at Max·
well Museum on the UNM campus.
"We will use the information in the museum to give historical
background as a starting point for all art projects," Suttman said. "For
example, we will use the skulls and primate skeletons in Maxwell Museum
as though they were models for a basic drawing lesson."
.
Cost of the eight week course is $35, which includes matenals.
Additional information can be obtained from Maxwell Museum, 277 •
2924.

DOONESBURY

Review by Christine Hammond
I hesitate to compare this to any
previous albums. School Days is
more an extension of Stanley
Clarke than a continuation of prior
music.
Like most jazz albums, this is
almost another "Who's Who" in
the field. Making their presence
heard are: John McLaughlin; Billy
Cobham; George Duke; and David
Sancious.
The album begins with the title
song "School Days" which ·is an
uptempo jazz construction of coun-

creation. The counter melodies ap·
parent in most McLaughlin work
this time are rendered Clarke style.
I can see dusk on the desert after
rain.
Track two "Hot Fun" is an active guitar piece with musical
changes occurring rapidly and sub·
tly. It's exciting and smooth like
peppermint ice cream. It can
remind you of past indulgences.
It is difficult not to categorize rhe
last cut "Life Is Just A Game" as a
summarization, but that would
tempt ideas of a concept album and

by Garry Trudeau
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Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

01

StQnley Clarke's Latest Album;
Barbieri Blows a Torrid SC\x

ASUNM PEC and
Speakers Committee

on
oot

terrhythms. Raymond Gomez, with
whom I am not familiar, contributes strong, lively sentences on
guitar. I appreciate Clarke's expertise in appropriately conveying a
"devil-may-care" attitude despite
the complexities of the musical
arrangement.
"Quiet Afternoon" is just
that-smooth, mellow and sensitive, Stanley Clarke's piccolo bass
Jines delicately form the mood of
this cut.
In the song "The Dancer;' you
can almost see the vision in
Clarke's musical eye stepping in
circles across the floor. The three
solos: Stanley Clarke, piccolo bass;
David Sancious, mini-moog;
Raymond Gomez, guitar; are effective against the well-prescribed
percussive foundation.
"Desert Song" makes its appearance at the top of side two and
deservedly so, This cut is amazing ·
in its intricate simplicity. Stanley
Clarke, acoustic bass; John
McLaughlin, acoustic guitar; and

both the song and the album are
undeserving of the restriction. As
with most jazz albums the songs are
long and "Life Is Just A Game"
runs a captivating nine minutes.
Stanley Clarke composed,
arranged, conducted and produced
each particle of this album. School
Days is smooth and polished. It is
well worth a lol!!lli.sten.

•

Gato

•

•

Barbieri/Ca/ientel/A & M

SP 4597
Review by Christine Hammond
Gato Barbieri must live and
breathe through the saxophone; he
fully understands the high and low
emotions that can be revealed
through the instrument.
"Caliente!" a Spanish word
meaning hot, well describes the
album. "Fireflies" and "Fiesta"
the first two- cuts on side one
resound with energy. The instruments are involved in multi·
directional musical ellipses.
"Europa" (Earth's Cry Heaven's
Smile)" is my favorite. The
saxophone wails with such emotion
it can pull your insides out on a
gliding melody.
It is followed by "Don't Cry
Rochelle" and if you've ever heard
a saxophone cry you'll understand
the pain so rare and real that
evolves through this cut.
"Adios-Part !" ends this side
with a distant soft goodby. The
second side ends similarly with
"Adios-Part II."
Side two begins with "I Want
You," probably the most aired cut
on the album. It is alive and strong
in its expression,
"Behin\1 The Rain" in contrast,
is wistful' melancholy.
"Los Desperados" sings the
"great escape." The saxophone
races and runs along a landscape of
musical inspiration.
The album was produced by
Herb Alpert and features some
talented session musicians. Also
participating on the album is Lenny
White of Chick Corea affiliation.
It is my feeling that Gato Barbieri
could have soloed the album entirely and I would not have felt
short-changed. The other musicians
provide an excellent backdrop,
however.
"The images of dreams and the
images of memory have a sound.
Music is like a forest, it has
boundaries, but we do not know
them," said Gato Barbieri on the
liner notes.

...., . , ,
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Coll~ge

Phi Alpha "fhelay history honorary society, meeting
Fri., Oct. l at3~30-p,m. in Ute His(Ory Dept. Lounge.
All members and interested stu.de:nts are invited.
The AmcricWl Red Cross is appealing f()t volunteers to help with the swine flu program. Volunteers
should attend one of two training scs~ions scheduled
for Mon., Oct. 4 and Wed .• Oct. 6 from 9 a.m. to
noon at the new Albuqut:rque High School
Auditorium. 800 Odelia NE. CaU 265-8514.

Students

THRU SAT., OCT, 2

CASABLANCA
Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman
Claude Rains, Sydney Greenstreot

NOW, VOYAGER
Bette Davisf Paul Henreid,

Claua~

Roir.s

SUN., OCT. 3 THRU TUES .. CJCT. 3

FOOTLIGHT PARADE
James Cagney, Joan Blondell,
Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935

J

Dick Powell, Adolphe Menjau

I

AT THE
BEAUTIFULLY REDECORATED

l

STJNSHINE THEATRE
Central at 2nd

IUn!der New Jlf(Uiagement)

~--IN

Oct. 1-3

1

242-97 41

~~

SANTA FE----....
Fri.-Sun.

7:10 & 9:00

This Beatie cartoon film provides th!) animated an·
swer+ from Pepperland, of courso, In this coiGrful realm
80 000 leagues bcnomh the sea, music reigns. butterflies

fJJtter, and the Sergeant's bnnd performs daily,

W~on

Poppertand is attacked by the. monstrous Blue Moanms,

it's time for the Beallas to wage defensive war. It'll a hard
day's fight before peace returns.

Baptist Student Center will be hOlding a get~
ac{luainled fellowship Fri •• Oc!. J at '7:30 p.m. All

Good for 25¢ our
already low student price
Please bring coupon

BaptistJ;tudents welCome.

"Open Adrniss1arts: Revolving Door of Fol.lr More
Years of High School?" will be the topic for tl1e
UNM Philosophy Club meeting Fd.~ Oc~. 1. Refresh·
mcnts at 3 p.m. in lounge of Humanities Bldg. and
discussion at3:30 p.m. in the Humanities library.

The UNM Simulation! Association wjll meet Sun •
Oct. 3 from JOa.m. to6p.m. in the Law School Rm.
110. All interested people are in\titcd to attend.

To Celebrate Planet Week

The Planets''

11

October 17
8:00Pm Johnson G_ym

~

z

extremely complex and hidden issue.
~
A few more facts on the nuclear energy industry ... -Thcre are drums of 7
plutonium with a halflife of 250,000 years buried ~~ t~e I.o~ Alamos 1!'.
Laboratories, Nobody is quite sure where the plutonmm IS buncd. -By "'
the 1980s nuclear energy will be as expensive as coal. -In many figures the 8
cost of disposing of nuclear waste is not included in the total .cost of t:l
nuclear energy. Some say the cost of proper, safe disposal will run mto the ~
billions of dollars. -The State of New Mexico is now responsible for r
radioactive uranium-mine tailings in the Grants uranium belt.

From 7-9
All This Week
(Includes Saturday)

LionQ Boyd
Tickets Available at: Goldstreet Circus;
Od~sse~ Records; General Store;
,
Albuquerque Ticket Agency •• Coronado Center;
Cand~man, in Santa Fe: UNm SUB Box Office, For Student Discount

••• movie Script

Tuesday Thru Saturday

Uncle Nasty's

PROGRAM TO INClUDE STAR TllEK HIGHliGHTS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14,1976
POPEJOY HALL 2 SHOWS 7:00 & 10:00 PM
RESERVE SEATING TICKETS $4.00 and $5.00

u

A Good Place To Make Friends"

Entertainment 7 Nites 4418 CentraiS.E.

AVAilABLE AT:
A.T.A, CORONADO CENTER-883-1080
GENERAL STORE
SUB fat Student Discount
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Attention

Author Tom Wolfe
To Speak Oct. 5

Today Is The Last Day To
Obtain Your $2 PIRG Refund.
Refunds Available At
SUB Ticket Office

-

QUALITY + PRICE

VALUE

\li\~ORTED I'ROt:t
GOLD

M.EXICO

SILVER

80 Pli.OOf

Tom Wolfe, observer, author,
critic and "guru of the irreverent
60s," will speak Tuesday, Oct. 5, at
8 p.m. in Woodard Hall at UNM.
The lecture is sponsored by the
ASUNM Speakers Committee and
tickets are available at the SUB Box
Office.
A native of Virginia, Wolfe
graduated from Washington and
Lee University and received his
doctorate from Yale University, He
has worked as a reporter for the
Springfield (Mass.) Union, the
Washington Post and the New
York Herald Tribune. He has
written extensively for New York
Magazine, Esquire and Harper's
Bazaar.
In 1965 Wolfe's "Kandy-Kolored
Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby"
·. was published and in 1968 "The
Pump House Gang" and "The
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test" were
published simultaneously. "Radical
Chic and Mau-Mauing the Flak
Catchers" is a "funny portrayal of
the political stances and social
styles in our status-minded world"
that was published in 1970.
In 1975 Wolfe wrote "The
Painted Word" which has been
described
incandescent

GET ALL TIHS!
For the price of
just two 90-minute

Ampex Cassettes
AMPEX
Get a '"'
FREE CASSETTE

Plus

••

FREE STACKETTE
Storage Rack
(holds 6 cassettes)

hilarious look at the world of
modern art that has caused as l'Il uch
controversy and scandal as
anything Wolfe has ever written."
His latest book, published in
1976, is "Mauve Gloves and
Madmen, Clutter and Vine." The
work is a collection of essays on
"everything from New York accents to turmoil in San Francisco's
Chinatown."

UNM will be among over 70 college~ and universities from around the
nation participating in the National f:ollege Fair, Sunday, Oct. 2 at
Winrock Center Pyramid from Noon to 6 p.m.
!here is no admission charge for the fair which is being sponsored by the
Wmrock Merchants Assn. and the Rocky Mountain Assn. of College
·
Admissions Counselors.
Along with UNM, New Mexico will be represented by Eastern New
M~~ico University, New Mexico Highlands University, New Mexico
M1htary Institute, New Mexico State University, New Mexico Tech,
College of Santa Fe, University of Albuquerque, St. John's College and
Western New Mexico University.
. Other universities participating include Illinois In~titute of Technology,
Baylor, Boston University, Princeton, Southern Methodist University
Tulane and the University of Chic~go.
'

GSA Picks Committees
The
Graduate
Student
Association's new president, Carl
Bradford, appointed committees to
- replace the GSA's constitution and
to allocate student research funds.
The current GSA constitution
has been waived at past meetings
because it requires a quorum of 50
per cent attendance for the GSA to
act. The GSA has never had a
quorum by that uefinition.
GSA Chairperson Margaret
Moses, who will head the Constitution Committee, said she hopes
to have a rough draft of a new
constitution ready to present at the
next meeting, which will be Oct. 16.
Bradford will chair the fiveperson
Student
Research
Allocations Committee which allots

you buy
two cassettes

SALE
3 Ampex PLUS SERIES
90 -M.inute Cassettes
PLUS Storage Rack ••. only
'·

''
10.98 List

WIN AN $11,000
GOLD CORVETTE
That's the fabulous first prii'e in lhe Great Ampe)C
blank lape (iold Award Sweepstakes. 25 second
t,. ~~L-1!--'._,,,:.._~-...... prl4cS of TEAC cassette recorders. 50 third
prizes of Kess Stereo headphones. 200 additional
priz.es of a case of Ampex blank cassettes, No
purchase necessary. Void where prohibited by
law, Qet an entry blank and details at our store.

Thomas Wolfe

U. To Participate
In Natl. College Fair

~When

This is the new Ampex PLUS
SERIES cassette. Extra high quality
construction. Extra high performance. And you
can buy a bundle without paying a bundle ... especially
now at this introductory special package price!
The Ampex STACKETTE'" storage rack holds up to
6 cassettes in-or-out of their boxes. Racks interlock so
they can be stacked on top of each other. This spedal
offer good only while stock lasts.

Student Tempers Flare at Senate Meeting

Guatemala: a discussion of this summer's relief
work following the earthquake with a movie Sun.,
Oct, 3 following the 9:l5 mass at the Aquinas
Newman Center. Second of a series,
hEarly Experiences in Behavior Development in
Monkey'' by Dr. John P. Gluck Mon •• Oct. 4 at 3:30
p.m. in BiologyRm,l39, Castetter Hall, 100-bloek of
Yale. Public welcome,
Gamma Theta Upsilon, the geography honor
society, is now accepting applications for membership. Requirements include a 3,0 GPA. For further information 1 contact Dennis Mewshaw at 2773105 Dr Julie Ann Holand at 271·3694.

grants of not more than $100 for
student projects which require
travel.
Bradford said the committee will
not consider requests from students
whose departments are not
represented at GSA meetings.
The committee has already
granted $400 of the $3000 it has to
allocate this semester.

Solar ExhiQits
On Display
Downtown
The Consumer Conference on
Solar Energy Development will
begin in Albuquerque on Saturday
and continue until Tuesday.
Highlights of the conference that
are open to the public are a solar
demonstration outdoor exhibit at
Civic Plaza, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday, and solar
workshops on Sunday from 9 a.m.
to5p.m.
Al Utton,.a UNM law professor
and a speaker at the conference,
said
the
conference
is
for helping consumers to become
more aware of solar energy and its
heating and cooling potential in
homes. Also making presentations
will be UNM professors William
Gross, Mel Eisenstadt and William
Schulze.

Analysis by D.M. Flynn
Nearly 50 members of Project
We<.lnesday night's ASUNM ,Consej o applied intimidation
Senate meeting was one of the most tactics when they moved their seats
exciting student government events behind the senators,
thus
since the empeachment of ex-vice surrounding them.
president Ernesto Gomez in spring
Sen. Anne Dumphy said she was
of1975.
the recipient of several threats
Project Consejo previously had a stated by women sitting directly
bill for $8000, which, one behind her.
spokesman said, "isn't even
After extending the debate, the
enough." In the general elections body
finally
approved
last spring the request forthe $8000 Appropriation Bill #5, allotting
failed necessitating another request Project Consejo $1702. This
for funds.
prompted Ezequiel Lopez, a
Wednesday
night,
the spokesman for Project Consejo and
representatives for Project Consejo an instructor at Chicano Studies, to
asked for $4500. The ASUNM rise abruptly, push aside a table and
Senate, however, has only $9043.1! shout "we're not gonna fucking
approved the lesser sum of $1702 accept that shit."
for Project Consejo in order that
Meanwhile, George Coston,
the Senate would be able to meet its chairman of the Finance Comobligations with the 15 other groups mittee proceeded to explain that
requesting funds.
Project Consejo could not possibly
Tempers flared when Project receive the requested $4500 because
Consejo representatives were told the Senate was also committed to
they could only receive $1702.
finance
15
other
student

Foreign Service-Test
To Be Given Dec. 4
By Bradley Martin
Students interested in taking the U.S. Foreign Service competitive exam.
should apply by Oct. 21, said Roger Schrader, Director of the Board of
Examiners of the Department of State.
The half-day exam, the first step in the Foreign Service selection process,
will be given Dec. 4 to about 15,000.applicants, Schrader said.
"The test," he said, "is divided into three sections: 1) a test of general
background; 2) an English expression test; 3) a functional test that
measures the applicant's ability to perform in four areas-politics,
economics, administration and consular work."
Applicants who pass with a grade of 70 or better will progress to an oral
examination, "conducted by three Foreign-Service officers," Schra,der
said. "This oral exam tells us how well an applicant 'puts it all together.'
He or she will be asked to explain how he would cope with a purposely
ambiguous hypothetical situation."
If the applicant passes this test, he must then submit to "a rather
rigorous medical examination" and "a security and background check,"
Schrader said.
The applicant will then be placed on a role and offered employment as
positions open, he said.
Schrader said, "we receive about 20,000 applications. After the test,
we'll lose a number through salf-attrition. Finally, we'll probably hire
about 200.''
Schrader said the high rate of attrition "should not deter or intimidate,"
prospective applicants. "Anybody who thinks he might be interested
should give it a crack. It's free and it's completely open-ended-an applicant can withdraw himself any time."
Starting salaries range from $11,000 to $15,500 "depending on the
officer's skills and background," Schrader said. Overseas officers may
receive special allowances for housing and higher costs of living.
About half the new officers will receive 2-year overseas assignments,
Schrader said, and about half will work in Washington on one ofthe State
Department's geographical bureaus. Officers on embassy duty will receive
rotating assignments "to expose them to a variety of functions.''
Applicants must be 21 or over. Further information and test applications
are available in the placement office.

organizations.
Sen. Linda Martinez rose to
appeal to the Senate. "We're sick
of hearing stories. We want our
money," thereby striking up a
chorus from the gallery of "Our
money, our money!"
Vice
President
Dorothy
Davidson continued the business of
the day. The Senate, in a record
time of one minute, thirteen
seconds, approved two more appropriation bills (Black Student
Union and ATM Business Club)
while the members of the gallery
proceeded to clap in unison and
shout "five, five, five!" (in
reference to the number of their
appropriation bill.)
After Rick Lopez, one of the
Consejo bill's sponsors, requested
that the bill be reconsidered, Sen.
Les Marshal suggested it would be
better to continue the verbal
pyrotechnics at a later date.
Handling the situation with

extreme caution, the Senate adjourned the meeting with hopes of
continuing later when time had
cooled the fiery tempers. Vice
President Davidson speedily called
for adjournment, amidst taunts
from the gallery, in an attempt to
avoid any further mishaps. Thus,
the meeting finally came to an end
with even more shouting and table
turning.
Having adjourned, the Senate
dispersed and Dorothy Davidson
made for her office. En route she

if~

was accosted by one woman who
gave her name as "Alicia with a
capital.'' The woman proceeded
to make references to Davidson's
ethnic background and compared
Davidson to a female canine in
rather vulgar terms. After
Davidson was finally able to escape
into the asylum offered by the
locked office doors, Alicia told the
LOBO "If I ever find that liUle
bitch in a dark alley I'm gonna beat
the fucking shit out of her, and you
can tell her that,"
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All Pop Artist Folio's
Music and Sheet Music
BEST SELECTION IN ALBUQUERQUE!

For 1 week only
Interested in amateur radio? Meeting Sat., Oct. 2 at
6:30p.m. in Rm. 145, Farris Engineering Center,
The UNM Chapter or Phi Sigma Tau, the
philosophy honor socict.y, will open its Friday afternoon discussion sessions to the academic com·
munity at lal"ge. For {ul"t.her information, call 277-

2405
Ballroom Dance Club will meet at the SUD
Ballroom at 7 p.m. all Friday evenings. All welcome.
New Mexico Wheel men arc scheduling bicycle rides
every Sunday at 9a.m. in front of Popejoy Hall ticket
offil!e. There Is a two-hour slow-paced ride and a
four-hour ride. The four-hour riders should bring a
snack and water. For more information call 256-9893
between 9 a.m. and S:30 p.m., Tues. thru Fri.

Also; Vocai collections,
and Piano & Or!;Jan Books

Alpha Centura, a Star Trek group, will meel Sat.,
Oct. 2 at 7 p.m. at the Albuquerque Garden Center,
10120 Lomas NE. Open to the public.

4516 Central SE
255-7575

Benefit dance for the United Farmworkcrs of
America Sat,, <kt. 2 at 9 p.m. in the Hokona Cellar.
Music by Chimera. One dollar donation.

DYNACO

has long been acknowledged
world wide as being the

ubest for the money."

DNYACO SPEAKERS
Rates as the best speaker buy
by leading consumer magazines

Available exclusively at SOUND IDEAS

1976 - Jewish High Holiday Services - 5737

Yom Kippur
1avurat Hamidbar - Fellowship of the Desert
UNM Chapel
Sunday, October 3, Kol Nidrei 6:00pm
Monday, October 4, 9:00am
Temple Albert Congregation
1006 Lead Ave SE
Sunday, October 3, 8:00pm
Monday, October 4, 1O:oo· am
Memorial Service 4:00 pm
Congregation B'nai Israel
440I Indian School Rd NE
Sunday, October 3, 6:30pm
Monday, October 4, 8:30am
Memorial Service 5:00pm
Courtesy of Jewish Student Union - Hillel

Dynaco A25

DynacoA35

Special Shipment
Rosewood
or Teak

in Walnut

sag

Each

It's not for just anyone. But t( you care about your looks, we
think you'll ftnd it's ju!>l for you. The $55 Haircut. Ctcated by
Jim Markham rorthc top Hollywood Cdcbntics whose l1<1ir he
nits. And now It's availnblc to you. R1ght here. For ,1 w!Jolc lot
For 8
lc:~.> th.ln $55. Along With the products dcsigi1Cd I() Cltilblc your
..mt
whole lot less!
hrm to perform. Its natural best. Call for nn apj)Ointnlcnt now.
~ ~

..

Tlte $55 Jfan·cut L~ avall'lble/(Jrll ll'hole lot less mt:

Markham
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St;ylelnnovatnr
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·sean Bag Village

Volleyball Invitational Set;
Lobos S ek First Win

Quality Bean Bag Furniture
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By Gino Brazil
The UNM women's volleyball
team will try for its first taste of
victory of the 1976 season in the
Lobo Invitational tonight.
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Save
Over

25%

Is there Jewish student life at UNM?
Lets break the Yom Kippur fast together
and exchange ideas
by Peter Ricker

Carlisle Gym will be the sight of
the .Lobo Women's . Volleyball
Invitational Tournament. Other
teams in the tourney include
NMSU, UTEP, Eastern New
Mexico, College of Santa Fe and
the AAU Independents. Head
coach Kathy Marpe predicts the
tournament will be a close one. "I
think it's between NMSU, UTEP,
'c,.' 'i;J:~~~..;..;~..,:~ and us to win the tournament,"
7
. said Marpe.
Marpe said the girls have improved
"tremendously" since the
The _UNM .wo"!en's vol/eybal~ team hopes to spike its way
NMSU
tournament
two weeks ago.
to a wm tomght m the Lobo InVItational.
She said, "Our defense is going to
help us a lot more. We were caught
out of position too many times in
the Cruces tourney. We should be
ready for the soft shots as well as
the hard spikes in this tournament.'' Marpe said, "Our setting
has gotten better also. This, in turn,
will make the spikes stronger.
Overall, we have improved quite a
bit."
The Lobos will be using their
basic 4-2 offense, but will make a
change in defense. "We will be
using a "center back deep" defense
which is devised to cover a little bit
more ground," said Marpe.
Marpe said the Lobos have been
slowed down a little with injuries.
Starter Nancy Duhigg is out with a
sparined ankle, while Connie
Casey, whom Marpe said was
showing much improvement, is out
with an injury also. Marpe said,
"Right now there are eight or nine
people that we are considering for
starting positions."
Marpe considers the Lobo
Invitational another "warm up"
tournament for the girls. She said,
.''It is is important that we get a lot
of game experience. Plus we will be
playing before a home crowd, so we
would like to win a few matches."

A Suntran Booth Will Be In
The UN M Bookstore From
9:00 am-4:00 pm
On Friday, Oct. 1
FREE Bus Schedules
Will Be Available
(Monthly Bus Passes Are Sold For Only $8.00)

Call 766-7830 For Details
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We care how you look at life.
'

TSO has provided finest quality prescription eyewear for more than
forty years. And you can depend on TSO to fill your doctor's prescription for
glasses or contact lenses to exact specifications. TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit y!)ur glasses. Also TSO provides adjustments, repair& and
replacement of lenses and frames. Convenient credit is available. TSO
honors BankAmericard and Master c.;harge cards if preferred. You'lllike
what you see at TSO because at tSO we care how you look at life. Visit
ei~her of the two TSO offices in Albuquerque.
·

4410 Central Ave. SW
4300 Central Ave. SE

4

5
6
7

"Right now I think the most
important thing is that we win a
match in order to gain confidence
in ourselves," Marpe said. "It is
only normal that kids get down
after losing, so psychologically, it
would do us good if we win a few
matches in order to prepare us for
conference play which begins in two
weeks," she said. The Lobos open
conference play against Utah.
The Lobes play tonight at 7 p.m.
against College of Santa Fe, then
play again at 9 p.m. Matches start
Saturday at 9 a.m. AU matches will
be held in Carlisle Gym.

SUB
Theatre·
Friday
Marx Brothers in

Coconuts

7:00 & 9:15p.m.

Saturday
Paul Mazursky's

Blume In Love
7:00 & 9:15p.m.
ADMISSION $1.00
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The fierce UNM offensive linefs made up of (left to right) Tom Morris, Tom Ryan, Dave
Green, Earl Pettet and Steve Lindstrom.

Monday, October 4, 7:30 pm

Lobo's Face CSU Saturday

International Center
1808 Las Lomas

WAC Win on the lline'
By Tim Gallagher
The UNM football team will play WAC opponent
Colorado State in Ft. Collins, Colo., Saturday, and
Lobo offensive line coach Bob McCray thinks it ought
to be a pretty basic game.
"We've simplified our offense," McCray said
yesterday. "It's going to be one of your basic NorthSouth games. We'll use a lot of quick hits and won't
go outside much."
The decision to stick to the basic offense was
probably made with the huge, quick Ram defensive
line in mind, The CSU front four averages six foot
four and 244 pounds.
''They're the best front four I've seen in the WAC
for a long time," said McCray. The Rams have sacked
the quarterback 27 times in three games, and last week
allowed only three yards rushing against Wichita
State.
Despite this, McCray said, "I think we can handle
them. They haven't seen a rushing team like ours yet.
.. "We. can hal!d!e them if .'l!e ju§t hit them low and
knock them to the ground. Then our quick hits will
go.
"If we try to hit them high, they'll kick the shit out
ofus."
.
The Lobes will depend on an offensive line of three
seniors, a sophomore and a freshman. UNM will start

··'

·m::n

,~

6-3, 244 lb. senior Tom Morris at quick tackle; 6-2,
231lb. sophomore Tom Ryan at quick guard; 6-5,260
lb. senior Dave Green at center; 6-4, 243 lb. strong
guard Earl Pettet; and 6-4, 250 lb. Steve Lindstrom, a
freshman, at strong tackle.
McCray said Lindstrom would start in place of the
injured Chuck Pettet who has a sprained knee.
Chuck's younger brother John was scheduled to
replace Chuck, but "Lindstrom beat him out this
week," said McCray.
McCray had praise for the entire line, but especially
for the center Green. "If there's a better center in the
nation, we don't know where he is," McCray said.
"In our first two games, the men Dave has been
assigned to have made three tackles."
The Rams boast an impressive but young defensive
line. They'll start mammoth junior A1 Baker (6-6, 259
lbs.) at right end; junior Mark Nichols, 6-3, 235lbs. at
right tackle; sophomore, 6-5, 240 lb. Mike Bell at left
tackle; and 6-3, 239Ib. junior Woodrow Carter at leftend.
"The worst thing about them is, they'll all be back
next year," McCray said.
New Mexico holds a narrow 13-121ead in the series
with the Rams. This will be the first time in three years
the Lobos have travelled to Ft. Collins. Last year in

LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS
Ann Kendrick
Assistant Dean

Will be on Campus
to discuss admission
to the

LEWIS & CLARK
LAW SCHOOL
Portland, Oregon

Thursday, Oct. 7th
For details contact
the student career services

(Continued on page l9)
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OPEN FIRE
By Tim Gallagher
Dear Bill Mondt,
"'-.
I feel sorry for you. Each week you have to deal with chameleon fans,
chameleon boosters and chameleon sports writers.
They loved you when your team beat UTEP two weeks ago, and
everyone felt sorry for you after your operation.
But last week after the loss to Texas Tech, you were a jerk for not taking
out quarterback Noel Mazzone. Mazzone was a jerk for overthrowing
Dennard near the goal line. Offensive coordinator Bill Canty was a jerk for
calling a draw on third and 42.
I DON'T TillNK YOU'RE a jerk, Bill. I don'tthinkNoel'saj_erk. And
though I wouldn't call a draw on third and 42, I don't think Bill Canty's a
jerk either.
Texas Tech is a real good club, much better than UTEP. I think you guys
played a pretty respectable game against the Red Raiders. The Lobos could
have won the game just as easily as they lost it.
•
Sure Mazzone overthrew Dennard when Smokey Turman was w1de open
in the flat. But he's young and he'll get a lot better. Maybe C.J. Jones
could have helped at quarterback during the last series be~a~se ~e's got a
better arm. But intelligent fans can't fault YO\! for not bnngmg m a cold
quarterback late in the game.
.
AND A DRAW ISN'T SUCH a bad call, especially if the defense is
,
.
,
just waiting for the pass.
Just win against Colorado State this week and ~II will be forgiven ..
You know what you've got to do this week, Bill. Just get thos.e bl? guys
on your offensive line to block those big guys on CSU's defenstve hne. If
they do that, you guys are going to win the game.
We all know you've got a better offensive than they do. If you can get
Mike Williams or Smokey in their defensive secon~ary, they've go~ a ?ood
shot at a touchdown. You think our defensJve secondary 1s mexperienced...
· k
·
SEE IF YOU CAN GET Noel to throw to Preston and R1c Y Martm a
little more. Preston can be an All-American if he only gets his hands on the
h
ball.
Don't worry about the defense. I'm sure Robin Cole, Dave T ompson
and Co. can handle them. Just remind the safety and the monster to stay a
little deeper on the bombs.
.
,
1 think you guys will win Bill, probably by 20-14. But 1f you don t,
expect some more second-guessing.
Sincerely,
The Optjmist

·-

Comfort" & Cola
7UP

Comfort~&

Comfort~ & Tonic
Comfort• & Milk

Comfort~ & Bitter Lemon
Comfort~ & Orange Juice

Try this sextet of combos.
Because Southern Comfort is
so delicious just by itself,
it makes terrific drinks in
combo with juices, sodas, etc.

There's nothing so delicious as Southern Comfort® on-the-rocks!
S11n::! f:;r#l~
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~~~m:.r. T -SHIRT

h~tndy

01der Blank

S:2uel'.$1'!·,1

Order Sfank ••• be the flrst fn your crewel to own one/

·tl-·-~~nca•age

!:

:

A real 100-proal bargain. . only $2 each, :
A_~n\'l~fSationpieee-!Wearlhisal.ltberltkrcpcodiKtion

nf !he tamou:l: Southern "Comfott label. in black
and gcfd on a quality T·shin by one of America's
fead1ng raalers. Machine washable, CII"IIOt•fas•.
Grut for llJysor gals; order now!
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l ·no You Want To Learn How To
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1 Home Opener Is Saturday
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Swing'!
1 HaveY ll ever been to Ned's and didn't know how to

I

Harriers Host Colorado
··T""-:.·~·

I

By Peter Mallrid
I
Hustle?
I
After
a
two-week rest, the UNM
1
1 cross-country team, led by top
I1 Have you ever been to the Caravan East and didn't know
Two-Step?
1 runners Lionel Ortega and Peter
I Have you ever been to the Sunset Inn and didn't know.
1 Butler, will host the University of
I
F(~xtrot?
I Colorado Saturday at the Tram way
~ Have you ever been to the Los Copaenbana and didn't know I Road Course at II a.m. .
Ortega and Butler competed in
1 .
Cha Cha Cha?
I
1 Have you ever been at a wedding and didn't know how to
I the Spring Bank International Road
I
W !!Hz?
~ Race last Sunday in London,
·.
I 1/ you have answered YES to any of these questions, the UNM 1 Ontario Canada. Ortega captured
first in the men's 12-mile race and
I Ballroom nnnrP Club invites you to join them every Friday evening
Butler
placed fourth in the men's
.l;PJ}.;}.:.Q!l.P.!:!J.t.'~ IJ.P..J}fJ/.It:lJf!!!L-...,..------ - - - - - four and one-half mile race.
Ortega's time in the ninth annual
Spring Bank International race was
.
55;41. The men's 12-mi!e race ran
four times around the three-mile
loop of Spring Bank Park. Ortega's
name will appear on the City of
London Cup with such names as
marathon greats Frank Shorter and
English Ron Hill,
In Saturday's race, Coach Hugh
Hackett's harriers will run with five
ASUNM Office of Research and
freshmen and two seniors, the same
.\"Jit,·;·::::co-,':t.
•
.\.....b- .
Consumer Affairs has reopened
combination
that
lost
by
only
seven
again to deal with any consumer
The UNM cross-country squad will try to outrun the Colopoints to defending NCAA champs rado Buffaloes Saturday at Tramway Road.
problems, landlord-tenant prob·
Texas-El Paso.
·
terns, etc. For information on
Ortega's All American status has
.
.
. ..
student discounts stop by Room
been evident in his last two races.
Ortega has been runnin'g ex248 on the second floor of the
· · Dail'y Lobo ·· .
· · ·
cellently.
His strength has been in
SUB lsouth end) or call 277-5605
the last miles of his races.
With only one meet under their - ·
. ,.. r
belt and one week of inactivity, the
Lobo harriers will be up for this,
their only home meet of the 1976 .• .
;'.;.-'
season.

!-_
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Boxing Club to Start Svvinging in Seboyeta
By John Griego
The UNM Boxing Club will ot'ticially open
the 1976-77 season this Saturday when the
club travels to Seboyeta, N.M., to compete
in a state-wide boxing tournament.
Joe Turrietta, head coach of the boxing
club, said that this year's 20-member team
should be very competitive.
"I expect to have at least four state champions and two, maybe three, national champions," said Turri etta.
Members of the club are not necessarily
students at UNM,
The UNM Boxing Club was founded three
years ago in connection with the Police

Athletic League. It was set up to help
alleviate the drug and crime problems among
Albuquerque's youth, said Turrietta.
The ages of the members range from 8 to
24 years old.
Leading the way for the UNM club will be
middleweight (156lb.) unbeaten Albert Sanchez, 19, a political science major at UNM.
Sanchez sports a won-lost record of 8-0 with
six of his opponents falling victim to his
highly regarded knock-out punch.
"He is a really hard hitter, a real knockout
artist,'' said Ttl1"rietta.
Another young pugilist who promises to
pack a punch for the club is 16-year-old

flyweight (112lbs.) Vic Romero.
Turrietta said Romero is capable of win·
ning the national championship for his
ning the national championship for his
weight division this year, but because of
eligibility rules which state that a boxer must
be 17 years or older, he will not be able to
compete in the national competition.
Another highly touted member of the
boxing club is John Sanchez, 24, a junior
welterweight (139 lbs.) who attends the
University of Albuquerque (no relation to
Albert).
The UNM Boxing Club has been in
training for the past three weeks at the same

z
~

;!:;

gym that Bobby Foster trained at during his
heyday as light-heavyweight champion. The
gym is at 2706 Williams SE,

(])

X

;:;·
0

The club holds its weekly workouts Monday through Thursday evenings at the old
gym from 7 to 8:30p.m.
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A typical workout for the club starts v.ith
some shadow boxing followed by some
vigorous work on the speed and heavy bags,
a few rounds of sparring between the club
members, some rope skipping, sit-ups, pushups and road work.
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RINGO STARR. PETER SELLERS

vVolfpups Meet ASU at Stadium;
UTEP-Utah High.light WAC Action
Ever Notice That Your Life
Seems To Go In Cycles?
Scientists have found psychological and
biological cycles in the human body.
Now, an easy technique can help you
adapt to YOUR BIO-RHYTHMS.

German scientists discovered three cycles which
start at birth - physical, emotional, mental. Each
cycle goes through periods of high (active} and low
(recuperating) energy. The switching days between
are called critical. These "out of touch" days may
cause accidents or a variety of other problems. Indeed, the "trauma of birth" creates a triple critical
day.
Major Organizations such as airlines, hospitals and
police are now using Bio-Rhythms. Why ... To help
people understand daily changes, especially during
vulnerable periods. Examples of research conducted
by organizations.

By David Belling
removed a couple days after UNM
This weekend, Western- Athletic head . coach Bill Mandt did.
Conference football action will Running at fullback will be Dave
feature three WAC games, and the Moreland.
UNM freshman football team will
meet the Arizona State junior
The W olfpups have only played
varsity in a scrimmage in University one official game which they lost
Stadium at 4 p.m ..Saturday.
29-8 to Mesa Community College.
In WAC action, Arizona State
Wolfpup coach Reese Smith will be Opening conference action
expects ASU to have a good team. this Saturday when it travels to
Paul Edwards, a walk-on from Laramie to play Wyoming. After
Santa Fe, will be quarterbacking two straight losses to Pac-8 teams,
the Wolfpups. Carlos Escobar will ASU might want to reconsider
move to tailback, replacing Greg joining the Pac 8. Wyoming, 2-1,
West who had his appendix will use' an option attack in an
attempt to hand ASU its third
straight loss.
Texas-El Paso will take on Utah
at Salt Lake City in a WAC clash.
. Utah is seeking its first win of the
season.
WAC leader Brigham Young

FAT

HUMPHREY'S

·--

• Safety consultant firm found 70% of Industrial accidents occur
on employee's critical day.
• Aviation Safety Center reported 80% of private plane accidents
occur on critical day of pilot.
• Bra-Rhythm research found critical days significant in study of
2100 auto accidents.
·
Although accidents can be reduced using Bio-Rhythms,
purpose rs to help you perceive and adjust to your
nature. If you get along better with yourself, you'll
compatible with others. People often use Bio-Rhythms
stand compatibilities.
•
•
•
•
•

takes a week off conference play
and travels to San Diego State to
play the undefeated Aztecs. BYU
leads the WAC but has the worst
offense in the conference. Their
defense (ranked second in the
conference) makes up for any
offensive weaknesses.
Arizona travel~ to Northwestern
and will attempt to hand Northwestern its fourth straight loss of
the season.
This weekend statistical leaders
will be out to maintain their leads.
The Lobo game will feature the
conferences top offensive team,
UNM, against the top defensive
team, Colorado State. Leading
Utah against UTEP will be
quarterbacks Pat Degnan and Dan
Hagemann, the top two passers in
the conference.

BOOTS

the major
changing
be more
to under·

25%

OUR SERVICE INCLUDES:
Attractive, easy-to-read calendar of your cycles. (13 mos.)
Complete description of Bio-Rhythms.
Critical days and composite cycle for each month.
Discounts for distributors of 10 or more or to organizations.
Our telephone: 821 -1234(To use before or after you order. We'd
be glad to answer any quesflons).

Off

------------Prease send my Bia-Rhy!hm C<llendal' for th.e corrnng year {1f
ordenng g1ft or more than one, g•ve names, blrlhdates:.)

lobo
Print N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - Address

Call us at

266-1981

men's

3624 Central SE
just east of carlisle

shop

210 Wyoming N.E.
5600 McCloud N .E.

Birthdate:

Month

Day

Year

Open weekends until 2:00a.m.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. to 8:00p.m.

·-···

21 20 Centr.al S.E.

243-6954

UNM Boxing Club coach Joe Turrieta counsels former UNM boxer Johnny Zamora.

...WAC Win on the lline'
(Continued from page IJ)

Bobby Forrest is averaging 5.5 yards per carry.
Mazzone, who came under heavy criticism from
fans for the play selection in Saturday night's loss to
Texas Tech, was defended by McCray. "Sure, Noel
had a little trouble picking up second at)' receivers, but
he's only a sophomore. I think he did a fine job on the
audibles he called," McCray said.
McCray said he hoped the line would cut do'W'Il on
penalties this week and criticized the officials for last
week's game. "I never saw an}thing like it," he said
in describing the officiating.
"We've put a lot of emotion into the game against
Texas Tech, but the guys know they'>·e got to v,.in this
one. It's a league game and more important than the
Tech game."
The Rams are 1-2 overall and 0-J in the WAC. They
lost to Oregon 17-3, Brigham Young 42-18 and beat
Wichita State 24-3.

Albuquerque, the Rams scored in every quarter handingthe Lobos their first WAC loss of the year, 27-16.
Ron Harris, who had 138 yards against the }\"elfpack last year, will probably miss this game due to a
knee injury. But that shouldn't worry the Rams too
much. They are averaging nearly 180 yards rushing
per game and about 108 yards passing.
Halfback Mark Davis leads the CSU attack ''ith
182 yards in three games. Fullback Mark Butler has
129 yards and freshman Norris Jones has a 10.5
average per carry. Ram quarterback Dan Graham has
a 52 per cent completion average.
The Lobos, who are twelfth in the nation in
rushing, average 293 yards a game on the ground.
Sophomore fullback Mike Williams leads the runners
with 248 yards in two games. Quarterback Noel Mazzone is second with J 62 yards, and junior fullback

vnth Raquet Weieh. la1Jrena: Harvey and .Fhchard Attenborough

"ltle GMagic Christiar£'
10 am - 3 pm Oct. 4 - 8
SUB Ballroom Lobby
Sponsored By Student Activities

We've Got Boots
Boots
Boots

Match Set
For Ruggers
The UNM Rugby Club will play
host to the University of Texas at EL
Paso Rugby Club in a match
Saturday at 3 p.m. at the
Albuquerque Academy field, 6400
Wyoming Blvd. NE.
The UNM Rugby Club is 2-J.
Last weekend the club beat New
Mexico Tech at the Academy field
6-0. UNM is a member of the Rio
Grande Rugby Football Union.

Chaps Open
Albuquerque's pro-hockey team
will open their regular home season
tomorrow night 'at Tingley
Colfseutn where thty'll take on the
Billing Blazers at 7:10p.m.
The swift skating Chaps, who
finished second in the Southwest
Hockey League la>t year, will have
Earl Sargent, SWHL-MVP Randy
J oevcnazzo, Doug Christy, Jerry
Farwell and Steve MacDonald back
in uniform as well as some new
acquisitions.
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E-IReal Food~
Specialists

Homemade Soups Daily
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
3 Daily Jleal Specials
All Meats From Keller's Farms l
All Organic/No Preservatives J

Egg Creams
Freshly .Baked Turkey
Also

Vegetarian Specials Daily
2933 Monte Vista ~E
Right Behind The Triangle

•.

Our bo0ts start with Frye in 5 earth tone colors and
5 fantastic styles. Running a close second are Zodiacs
in super colors and 6 unique styles. We also feature
Bort Carlton. Golo, Dingo and Sbicca For men we
offer the largest selection in Albuquerque.. Prices
range fron]'$30~00 to $68~95~

9(flmlltit(ff&fJII
fiNtlefht
"S301 Menaul NE & 323 Romero NW
,l
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Ratet; 15 eeat. per wonl per day, • • dollar
·•laha,..•, t'dvortl..,•••t• raa flve ar •ore
coaoeeuli v• dayo w_itll •• eliaaaea, lllae eea·
h per word par day tao relaado If caacoqed
hfore tin laaertloaol. Claoollletl ad•
verlloe•onta .111111 be paW Ia adv.nee.

Mlll'roa Jlall I1MIDI 131 Gr loy •aD te:
Claulfled Advertlolnl( 1 UNM Box ZO,
AllouqHrquo,N,M. 87131
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GREG, THE NEW Soda Straw is having a st uqenl
special on b~nana splits. Buy 5, 6th one Is free every
Friday during October, Bring all your friends and
meet me there. Rana~. 10/J
TRA YELLER IS AT Ned's El Portal, 4200 Central
Avenue SE. 10/14
BENEFIT DANCE FOR the farrnworkers. Tomorrow night at Hok 0 na Cellar, 9·1 PM, Music by Chi·
mera. $1.00 donation. 10/ I
HI CHRISTINE, JUST want to ~ay happy birthday.
Only me, Ron. 10/l
HAPPY 19th l!IRTHDAY BIDDY.

10/1

HAPPY 23rd ON SUNDAY, Many, Love, Diana.
10/1
•
USDA ESTIMATES THAT the average American
will consume 10 lbs. of food additives this year. They
won't get It at The Morning Glory Cafe, serving
Keller Farms organic meats. JlJght behind the
Triangle. I 01 I

PJI:RSONALS

LF.SLIE, YOU ARE u good dentist. l,ove Gino.
10/1

--------------------------

COMB ON OUT for un aft~rnoon beer-Rosa's
Cantina. In the COU!Jtry. 867-99i~. Algodones. 10/5
_.,..,_~~-.~-,..,_-
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! TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

relatives
WI L T 5
E P I C
DA Ms
4 7 Low resorts
I D I 0 T
B 0 L 0
A P E T
1 Ill temper
49 Centra!
L E E R Y
B R0 0 DMA R E
5 Pub game
part: Prefix
E A !i T I P E T I, II A P R I L
10 Not
50 Not h eaith y
US E DI D I NE T T E
deficient
52 Hookworm
L A M0 U R I D I 5 A R M
14 Algerian
54 Liberals and A M 0 U R I L I 5 L E I E R E
seaport
Republicans L E N 5 I P E A C E I 5 N 0 W
15 Accustom
58 Fixed
0 R 0 ! 5 T A N S I T I T L E
16 Unicorn fish 59--- Khan
P L E A 5 E I T E NS E 5
17 Extravagant 60 Sudden pain H 0 L I E S T I M A N E
speech
spasm
0 LA NDI I A I R I CAR P
1B John -----: 62 Neptune's
V I N E Y A R D .5
R URA L
Explorer In
satellite
E V E N
CHA T
A R E N A
Canada
65 Cleave
L E 5 5
H 0 MY
ME A T Y
19 Actress
67 Efficacious
of
7 Massages
Maria---- 6 9 C I
hor
8 Group of
39 Fully
20 "Over --•
member
---1"
70 "Bus stop"
people
extended
22 Combustion
41 TV routine
author
9 Start a
product
71 Destroy
journey: 2 43 Memory
words
jogger
24 ---cent
10 Ermine
46 Glide
slowly
store
11 Join In
48 Judicious
25 Fiber used 72 Bambi, for
51 Bequeaths
one
marriage
for rope
73 Actress
12 Body organ 53 Loog violent
27 Ships'
Anna---officers
7 4 Waste water 13 Inclines
speech
29 Stowe
conduit
21 Puts _Into
54 City on the
character:
75
23
55
2 words
prefixes
56 Cattle
32 Bond
33 Narrow inlet
DOWN
26 Ran easily
country
34 Flower part
1 Adriatic
28 ----a record 57 Trapping
36 Thrashed
wind
29 U.S.S.R.
device
grain stalks 2 Oil country
river
61 Blush
40 Yodeler's
3 Kind of
30 African river 63 Account
range
31 Of th ~
entry
painting
42 Restrain
4 Ensnare
n:to.rn ng
64 Mrs. David
through
35 Ltftmg
5 Was
fear
domineering
device
Copper!ield
44 Partly:
6 Literary
37 Home
66 Eur. ~alton
Prefix
collection
modernizer 68 Cypnnoid
45 Onions'
381n the center
fish
ACROSS
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YOGA YOGA YOGA retreat ext. 22-24 In Jemez
mountains. Understand life through yosa. Beginners
& advanced, Food, lodging, & instruction $28-s(udents $2~. Make reservations call Slvan!l!lda yoga
center265·3000. And classes every evening plus Man·
day Wcdnesday-10 AM Saturday 9AM. 6317 Linn
NE near Central & San Pedro campus house. Medi·
tatlon M·F 6 AM Hatha (physical exercise) Monday
7 PM Discussion Wednesday 7:30PM 221 Columbia
sn near Lead, 10/4

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. 118 San Pedro
SE, 265.0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Inst!lll burglar alarms. !Oo/o discount for student with JD. Quick service, Used TV's
for sale, 10121

IF YOU DON'T like South Africa's racial POlicies
and support a US trade embargo, write: Senator Dick
Clark, Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on African
Affairs, Washington, DC. Hearings on South Africa
thIs week. 10/4

GRINDnR POCKETS ARE COMING.

4.

FORSALE

SCUBA DIVING GEAR 268.0367 after 6 P.M.
10/4

1971 YAMAHA 350 street. Low mileage. Excellent
condition 881-04?9. After S. 10/4
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT ail new merchandise pijnosonic stereo $49.00 casset!P.s $39.00 C.D.'s Pioneer
Sansui marrantz reet to reels new guarantee. 2557535. 10/4

FREE DRAWING FOR Birkenstock footprint S!l!l·
dies O:;tobt 15, Come in Ia register now. No purchase necessary. Wild Rose 2910 Central SE. 10/1

SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, nat
claimed. Equippw to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay $19.00
& take machine. 255·7534, I 0/4

THE BAKERY CAFR presents a classical string
~.Friday 7:00-10:00. 118 Yale S!l. 10/1

llUY MY l!ODYJ Nlkon FTN-llody $200.00 or best
offer. 296-4258 evenings. 10/2

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR on Wednes·
day 9·29-76. Describe it far return. Call 883-7304
t>ctween 2:30 and 6:00PM. 10/6
FOUND: GERALDINE ANN King Hale's Athletic
card, ClaimM_arcon Hall Room J3l. tfn

3.

SERVICES

SLEEPING llAG R.E.J, McKinley. 3 Jbs. of down.
$60.00.243-4171 •. 1016

-------

KIRBY VACUUM cleaner with attachments 1st
$39.00takeslt. 255-7535. 1014

RnCORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selec·
tian, good people, L P Ooodbuy, 3701 Central NE
·~~cross from Fat Humphrey's). tfn
COLOR-TV BRAND name, big screen, assume payments of $7 per month. New warranty 255·7534.
10/4
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Same on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378. tfn
·

DnA CON lO-S pEED $80.00. 247-9410.

TOM HUNTER Painting Co.-Glazing,
carpentry, screening, guu~rs. Licensed-references.
243-2505. 10/4
A'f- Tfif ilAKERI' Cale free orange JUice wan
breakfast. Wednesday-Friday 7:30·1 1:00 118 Yale,
10/l

PHOTO EQUIPMENT SALE SatUrday, October 2,
1976, at corner of Rosalind and Harper NE. 8215203. Color·lead, view-camera, & enlargers. 10/1
KODAK INSTAMATIC 60. Midland C.B ..Retail
$!39.00, $65.00 each, 277-2470, 10/5
1970 GTO H'!GH PERFORMANCE 4·speed headers. Goad Condition. 842.0764 after 6:00p.m. 1017
HAIR STYLES START at $10. Foxy Reflection a
uni-sex hair studio. 1123 Central NE across from
, Presbyterian. 842-8300. 10/1
PANASONlG Q·PLEX wlTURNTABLE, S-track,·
AM·FM, w/o speakers $200, Worth much more.
268-0981. 10/1
1969 VOLVO l42S hit in rear, still runs, Koni shocks,
Abanh exhaust. ll"st Offer over $300. 277-4442.
10/1

10/27

FAMOUS QUJVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn
.PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444orcometo 1717Glrard Blvd. NE. tfn
LSAT·MCAT RXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn

CONN TROM80Ne WITH !'·attachment $125.00.
Call277-4379. 10/5
TWO EXCELLENT CLASSICAL guitars: Old
(1965) Ramirez-$1,200.00 Hernandis Grand Concert
$695,00247-2117. 10/5
ALASKAN MALEMUTn PUPPY-four monthsfemale-price negotiable 883-9461, l 0/5
ARTLEY FLUTE SEE atl622 Grand NE. Mondays
and Wednesdays after five PM. 10/l

EXPERIRNCED TYPIST: MANUSCRIPTS, theses,
papers, etc. ~ per page. 296-4256. I 0/1

1972 MG MIDGET 32,000 miles, new transmission,
& pair. ted recently. It needs a little work. 293-2261.
J0/6

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 292-1285.
10/1
YUCCA COOLER SERVICE summer & winter
maintenance, Cooler covers available. 10% discount
to senior citizens phone 345.0678. 10/6
NEED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing, revision, research, &consultation. 281-3001, 10/13
FREE ROOM. PART board far girl to clean and
cook for two male students. 294-7387, 881·8876.
Nighttime. I 012
TUTOR WANTED FOR Transact. Analysis empha·
sis on Nursing. Need to have taken course. Fee com·
mensurate with degree. Phone 277·3597 Monday,
Tuesday, & Wednesday after 8:00p.m. 10/7 •

20PORTADLET-V's, $30to $60,441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987. 10/18
1970 VW DUG; AUTOMATIC transmission; new
tires, upholstery and tune-up. Phone 345-5052 after
5:00p.m. 10/1
KING SIZE WATER bed with heater and frame
great deal! $75.00 265·8682. 10/1
75 SUZUKI TS400 Enduro, new condition, under
500 miles, might trade, $975.00.821-3747. 10/1
ONE LIGHTWEIGHT BACKPACKING sleeping
bag filled with polyester fisher. Cnll821-8354. 10/1
UP-RIGHT PIAN028l·S093.

lOll

FISHER STEREO TAPlicassette player & recorder.
Dolby threc·hcad auto stop: $150.00. Ask for Dan
or Steve. 881-2537. J0/6

FORRENT

FOR RllNT... FURNISHED room, nonsmoker,
private bath, light kitchen privileges, $3/day, 8970131. 10/6.
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to share comfortable three bedroom house. 294-7531. 10/5

1971 RENAULT-10. Like new. Wl!ite with burgundy
Interior. 4-wheel disc brakes. Steel radials. 36/26mpg.
55,000miles. $1,095. Jean Shannon, 277-4305. !0/5

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric, Guaranteed accuracy, reasonable rates. 298·7147. 10/l

DIBLE STUDIES: A sharing experience designed to
expand scriptural awareness. SUB 231C Wednesday
12·1 268·6781, 293·9360. 10/1

5.

1965 FORD PICKUP 6 cyl. $200.00 268-7351. Bryan-.
10/5
.

WURLJTZEit ELECTRONIC PIANO Model 200.
Custom made mahogany cabinet. Recently, tuned &
balanced. Immaculate condition. 293-7051, 881·
7629 • .lQLS___
SCHWINN 10-SPEED, LIKE new $75, Trish, 842·
8412. 10/5

10/6

PEOPLEI FOXY REFLECTIONS a uni-sex hair
studio has S hair stylists to assist yo11. Across from
f'resbyterian hospital I 123 Central NE. It casu no
more forexperiencw stylists. 842-8300, 10/13

·--------------------

~UALITY:

MASSAGE 9·6 298-4718 Juan.

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. ll8 S!l!l f'edro
SE, 265,0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli•
fiers, l\Uto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10% dis·
count for students with !D. Quick service. Used TV's
for sale. J0!20

FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE. 265·2338. 10/6

10/1

EDITORIALS, COMMENTS, OR OPINIONS
wanted for publication In national newspaper. 293·
4288. 10/1

LOST: DROWN EYEGLASS case containing NY
driver's license. Reward call842·9656. 10/4

1975 PAI'ITERADE TOMASO original except for
custom paint $13,500. Interested buyers only! 266·
7506 after 6:00p.m. 10/6

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WORK THREE EVRNINGS AND Saturdays • .$400
monthly. Call8Bl-4585 l2:00-2:00p.m. only. 10/1
ARE YOU AN artist,and out of work? Full or part·
· time. Call265·2338. 10/6
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No exper·
ience required. Excellent pay. World wide travel.
Summer job or career, Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. H-6 Dox 2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362. l0/6
PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only, Must be
over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees for
day work, Also, have positions for Friday and Satur·
day nights. Apply in persan only. No phone calls
please. Save Way Liquor Store 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6

7. TRAVEL
RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Rldeline, 265-9860 or
303449·6670. lOIS

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

BELLY DANCE EXPERIENCES workshop, Saturday, Oct. 2. Beginning through ~dvanced: 898-4747,
268-6277. 10/4
GRINDER POCKETS ARE COMING.

a compleTe

10/2

line

.of eguipmcnt

fo.r the mountaineer·
. if'J.ll.g
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2 .. 21 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
AL.DUQUJ!tRQUE, NEW MEXICO 87110

BEIW'EEN MBJAUL AND
INDIANSCHOoL.
2Gb-8t13
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The Daily Lobo
Contest will
be bringing you money-savin:g specials
each Tuesday plus a chance to win $25,
$15 and $5 Gift Certificates from local Merchants
Each Week A New Contest-Each Week New Winners
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